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Northern Utah County East‐West Study Project Summary
Introduction and Area Studied
The Utah County East-West Study area included the Salt Lake County line to the north, Orem to the
south, the Eagle Mountain area to the west, and the cities of Cedar Hills and Pleasant Grove to the east.
Eastern and Western Sub-Areas
Due to the contrasting nature of the east side to the west with tin the study area, and in order to dev elop
solutions that fit the context of each community, the study area was divided into two sub-areas: eastern
and western, with I-15 acting as the dividing line. Results of the travel demand modeling indicated a need
for larger, high capacity projects in the western sub-area
Figure 1. Projects
(freeways and large arterials) and smaller projects to
Identified
improve connectivity and functionality in the eastern
sub-area (i.e. collectors and smaller arterials). These
results were also consistent with the transportation
facility types preferred by the public.
Process
In addition to the project team, a Technical
Committee was developed at the onset of the study,
comprised of representatives from the Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT), the
Mountainland Association of Governments (MAG),
Utah Transit Authority (UTA), and planning and
engineering professionals from each area city. The
committee which met regularly, provided technical
oversight and assisted the project team in developing
alternatives.
Public Involvement
In addition the Technical Committee, the project
team engaged the general public to identify
transportation needs and potential solutions. A project website (www.utahcountyeastweststudy.com) was
developed to keep the public informed of the project including upcoming events and downloadable
project materials. A total of eight public meetings were held during the course of the project to ensure the
alternatives that were developed fit into the context of the community and met the needs of users. A
variety of outreach methods were utilized to keep the public informed, including the use of press releases,
advertisements and email updates.
Outcome
Twenty-three projects were identified as a result of the process: 21 roadway projects and 2 transit
networks/intercity connector bus routes were recommended. These projects along with their associated
impacts and costs (for the year 2008), were presented to the Technical Committee and the public for
review and comment. See Figure 1 for projects identified.
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Northern Utah County East-West Study
Technical Advisory Committee
and
Public Outreach
The Utah County East-West Study began in the fall of 2007. The purpose of the project was to determine the
need for future east-west transportation improvements in Utah County based on population and employment
growth projections to the year 2040. The study area for the project included the Salt Lake County line to the
north, Orem to the south, the Eagle Mountain area to the west, and the Cities of Cedar Hills and Pleasant
Grove to the east.
At the onset of the study, a Technical Committee was developed comprised of representatives from the Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT), Utah Transit Authority (UTA), the legislature, and planning and
engineering professionals from each area city. The committee, which met regularly, provided technical
oversight and assisted the project team in developing alternatives.
In addition to the technical committee, the project team engaged the general public to identify transportation
needs and potential solutions. A project website (www.utahcountyeastweststudy.com) was developed to keep
the public informed of the project including upcoming events and downloadable project materials; a total of
eight public meetings were held during the course of the project to ensure the alternatives that were developed
fit into the context of the community and met the needs of users; and a variety of outreach methods were
utilized to keep the public informed including the use of press releases, advertisements, and email updates.
Through the Technical Committee meetings, public outreach, and the analysis conducted by the project team,
23 projects were identified for further consideration: 21 roadway projects and 2 transit networks/intercity
connector bus routes. In addition, improvements to existing local bus routes were recommended.
This report includes an overview of the outreach and coordination that was conducted. This report includes
three sections:
Section One provides an overview of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). This section includes which
organizations were invited to participate, meeting topics and areas of discussion, and TAC meeting results.
Section Two provides an overview of the six public workshops that were held in February 2008 and includes
the information presented at the workshops as well as all of the public comments received.
Section Three provides an overview of the public open houses that were held in July and August of 2008 and
includes the information presented at the public open houses as well as all the public comments received.
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Section One

Northern Utah County East-West Study
Technical Advisory Committee
August 2007-August 2008
A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) was established in August of 2007. The role of the TAC was to assist
in guiding the process, provide their expertise on current local/municipal transportation issues, identify
critical transportation needs and potential improvements, and approve environmental and social data used to
analyze impacts of proposed alternatives. Representatives from the following organizations were invited to
participate on the TAC:
Alpine City
American Fork City
City Of Cedar Hills
City of Eagle Mountain
City of Fairfield
Highland City
Lehi City
Lindon City
Orem City
Pleasant Grove City
City of Saratoga Springs
Utah Department of Transportation
Utah Transit Authority
Utah State Legislature
A total of six TAC meetings have been held throughout the course of the project. The following topics were
discussed at each of the TAC meetings:
August 23, 2007 – project introduction, House Bill 108 overview, current LRP 2030 planning horizon, 2040
planning horizon for Northern Utah County East-West Study, Utah County quad studies, current projects in
the area, purpose of the TAC, public involvement process
November 13, 2007 – public involvement overview, population and employment projections for each city,
land use findings, review of transportation issues, potential range of alternatives, project website
January 10, 2008 – agency scoping meeting results, status of population and employment modeling,
preliminary alternative concepts, evaluation criteria, regional performance and impacts, subarea definitions,
public involvement update
March 18, 2008 – public workshop summary, review of model data, environmental and social resource data,
linking planning to NEPA, subarea groups
June 24, 2008 – results of subarea workshops, preliminary alternative concepts overview, review of project
impacts, upcoming public open houses
August 28, 2008 – review open house displays, overview of public open house results, legislative update, long
range plan: looking ahead to 2040

Subarea Meetings
2

In addition to the six TAC meetings, additional subarea meetings were held. Based on the travelsheds that
were determined in the initial travel demand modeling, more specific subareas were defined. These subareas
attempted to capture the transportation issues and other characteristics that were common to a geographic
area. Although initially broken into five different areas based on land use patterns, travel patterns and specific
transportation issues, further analysis showed the need for only three subareas. Those subareas were defined
as follows:
Orem/Vineyard
Northeast: East of I-15 from Highland south to Orem
Northwest: Everything west of I-15
The purpose of the subareas was to allow technical committee members and project staff to address the specific
needs of each area in more detail. Meetings in each subarea were held to identify solutions to specific problem
areas. A total of four subarea meetings were held to gather information. The meetings were held as follows:
Northeast: Legacy Elementary School, American Fork – March 27, 2008
Northeast: Legacy Elementary School, American Fork – April 3, 2008
Orem/Vineyard: Orem City Hall – April 8, 2008
Northwest: Saratoga Springs City Hall – April 23, 2008
Solutions identified at each of the above meetings were then digitized by Lochner staff for modeling and
impacts analysis. The results were shared with the TAC at the June 24, 2008 meeting. The final TAC
meeting was held on August 28, 2008. Through the TAC and the public involvement process, 23 projects
were indentified for further consideration: 21 roadway projects and 2 transit networks/intercity connector bus
routes.
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Section Two

Northern Utah County East-West Study
Public Workshops
February 2008
The Northern Utah County East-West Study project team, UDOT and Mountainland Association of
Governments conducted a series of public workshops in February 2008. The purpose of these meetings was to
educate the public regarding the transportation planning process, understand transportation needs, and gather
transportation facility preferences from those that live in northern Utah County communities. Notification for
the meetings included a mass mailing to residents in northern Utah County, press releases sent to local
newspapers and newsletters, and posters placed in UTA buses. The information was also posted on the project
website. The meetings were held as follows:
Workshop #1: February 5, 2008, Legacy Elementary School, American Fork, 88 attendees
Workshop #2: February 6, 2008, Eagle Mountain City Hall, Eagle Mountain, 22 attendees
Workshop #3: February 7, 2008, Mountain Ridge Jr. High School, Highland, 83 attendees
Workshop #4: February 12, 2008, Harvest Elementary School, Saratoga Springs, 10 attendees
Workshop #5: February 13, 2008, North Ridge Elementary School, Orem, 14 attendees
Workshop #6: February 19, 2008, Snow Springs Elementary School, Lehi, 29 attendees
At each of these workshops a series of displays were shown (a copy of the displays is located at the back of this
report), a formal presentation was given detailing the purpose of the project and the objectives of the
workshop, and attendees were asked to fill out comment forms and vote for transportation network
preferences.
Each participant was given three colored stickers and asked to vote for their preferred transportation networks
in order of importance based on their needs and the needs of their community. The transportation network
choices were as follows:
Transit System
Collector System
Arterial System
Freeway System
The following table depicts the outcome of the transportation network preference voting:

Meeting
Location

Freeway

Transit

American Fork
Eagle Mountain
Highland
Saratoga Springs
Orem
Lehi
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Arterial

Collector

Comment Form
A comment form was developed and distributed at the public workshops and was also available on the project
website. The comment form was designed to determine demographics and reasons for travel, identify needs/
issues and areas of concern, and gather ideas on possible solutions to be considered. There was also a section
of the comment form that allowed for comments or questions regarding other area projects.
The comment form also included five free-response questions regarding specific concerns and ideas for
solutions. At the end of the comment form, a free-response section was also provided to give respondents the
opportunity to provide any additional comments on the project. (The exact wording from the free-response
sections are included in this report. Any spelling or grammatical errors have been included.)

Public Responses Summary
The remainder of this report documents the results of the comment forms that were filled out at each meeting
as well as those that were filled out on the project website. A copy of the original comment form immediately
follows this summary page. The comment form results are depicted in the following data summary and by pie
charts and graphs. Following each chart/graph is a list of the comments received from the five free-response
questions.
In order to provide a concise overview of the comment form results, the following bulleted list summarizes the
preferences of the majority of respondents. This section only examines what the majority of respondents
stated and does not reference the minority opinions. The complete comment form report, which follows this
summary, includes all responses submitted.
151 comment forms were submitted throughout the course of the six workshops.
93% of respondents identified themselves as a Resident.
83% of respondents identified Local Trips as the reason they travel east-west in northern Utah County.
62% of respondents identified Traffic Congestion as their issue of top concern in northern Utah County.
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Comment Form
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Comment Data
Workshop #1: American Fork
88 Attendees
In which community do you live?

Highland
37%

American Fork
56%

Alpine
2%

Pleasant Grove
5%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Resident
62%

Commuter
20%
Other
1%

Land Owner
6%

7

Developer
1%

Business Owner
10%

Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

Which best describes why you travel in northern Utah County?
55
60
44

62 Respondents

50

40

30

20

20
8
4

10

0
I-15 Access

Local Trips

Canyons and
Recreation

Trail Access

Other

Which of the following issues concern you most as far as mobility in
northern Utah County?
50

42

62 Respondents

34
25

26
24

25
15
11

0

8

9

6

8
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #1 cont.)*
TRAFFIC AND TRAFFIC-RELATED CONCERNS
Congestion between Provo and "Point of the Mountain"
Highland and Am Fork Congestion
Traveling thru Lehi to Eagle Mtn - Congestion traveling from Alpine to the freeway congestion
SR-92 is inadequate; I-15 needs reorganizing - especially overpasses and more entrances and exits. Drop the
carpool lane.
Small (narrow) streets, high traffric on these narrow streets. Noise pollution.
Main Street in Lehi- Often conjested; hard to turn left w/o a light.
Congestion- It's hard to get where you're going at certain times of the day.
Traffic congestion and safety. I consistantly see people run red lights- specifically left hand turns. People are
impatient with the current traffic congestion. Most of this is observed on North-South corridors. Why are
north-south corridors not being looked at? Most east-west travel is to get to the freeway, while north-south
travel is to access bussiness!
Travel through Lehi Main Street- very long travel time. No other concerns. Other than for a very limited
time in the morning and afternoon around Lone Peak High School, there is no traffic conjestion in Highland.
1) 100 East in AF to Highland intersection with the canyon road- 2 travel lanes are insufficient for the
amount of traffic. 2) 1100 East in AF to I-15- needs to be extended to I-15 to alleviate congestion in 100
East in AF.
Road infront of Micron- connecting I-15 to Cedar Hills- very buisy and not enough lanes.
The amount of time it takes to get from the eastern part of the valley to I-15.
Hwy 92 at I-15. During Peak commuting this is bottlenecked & dangerous w/wind & blowing snow
I don't want major arterial networks through all streets. However, there is a traffic congestion problem.
I-15 congestion increasing. Want to use mass transit more, but it's not convenient enough. (not enough
buses going to the right places at the right time)
The lack fo an east-west road from SR 74 to 4800 W. and the increase of traffic out growing capacity on SR
74 (Alpine Hwy)

POOR PLANNING
Poor construction leading to costly repairs; Realization that the 3 lanes built we really needed 6 in each direction
Safety; congestion; flow; stupid planning; cheap/simple fixes not done
Concerned with leaderships ideas about east-west collector
The destruction of normal flows of traffic by ill advised/planned on-ramps & exits, and large roads. They
forever change the nature of a community.
The idea that the city of Highland needs an east/west corridor on the south end of the city. I have seen no
demographics to support this "need" Nor have the road 9850 N & 1120 N (A.F) been given due consideration.
The main roads seem unplanned. The aren't wide enough for the amount of traffic.
Lehi Main Street because they cannot plan for growth
1) 6800 W in Highland going So. To Costco- 6800 W is very wide in Highland, then funnels down to a narrow road w/no safe pedestrian walkways, until to costco where it widens again. Why, when the new construction (homes) have been built (Lehi) was the street not widened? 2)No bus access or limited access in
Highland. 3) We don't travel towards Cedar Fort (Eagle Mt. etc.) much, but one time when we did, the main
access rd (that goes thru Lehi eventually) was cut off due to an accident & life helicopter. There was no acceptable detour, & it became apparent that a better route is needed.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #1 cont.)*
9600 NORTH
My biggest concern is proposed widening of 9600 N/1500 N. It is a narrow rod that has very lkight traffic
right now. If 1120 N. AF and 10400 Highland weere widened (and perhaps 9850 Highland) I don't see the
need for 9600 widening. Our school population/neighborhood would be divided by an arterial raod- perhaps
a safer road (2 lanes w/sidewalks) would better meet the needs of this area.
9600 North- Highland City and MAG's most recent plan anticipated widening it and connecting it to Cedar
Hills and I-15. There is very little traffic on it now and sections of it are very unsuitable for widening. SR-92
should be widened very soon. Most of the northern County use it to accum I-15. Of course there is more
traffic as more people come in. I am disappointed that either there wasn't palnning for the major streets to
begin with or that plans weren't followed so we find ourselves in the predicament we are in now.
6800 W is a nightmare around the commercial areas. Perfect example of two cities not working together to
adress the safety of their citizens.
9600 North Highland/1500 North American Fork & the negative impact it has on the community
None. Leave alone- we live on 9600 N. We are retired & don't want to move so we don't want to see 9600
North turned into a high traffic road,
We do not need high traffic every few miles. Do we want to live here or be the way of people to travel
through? We wsant a community. The growth of American Fork in the west side. 9600 N will not be that
affected!
I do not want 9600 No widened!! It makes no sense to do so! EVER!!
The impact of changing 9600 N in Highland. It would impact our neighborhood greatly. I am concerned
with the increase in traffic and the safety issues involved as well as losing great neighbors and friends who
have been long time citizens of Highland. I have a disabled son and traveling around busier roads would
impact his life greatly.
9600 N. Highland- this road causes significant impact to residents if largely changed- I have a disabled son
that would be greatly impacted by larger roads that could limit his ability to get around safeloy if larger
roads are put through our neighborhood. More traffic will limit his quality of life and all affected by 9600
North.
SR92- congestion, development in Alpine, Lehi to the North of SR92 impacting congestion. 9600 N- This
corridor is already on some master plans as a major collector or arterial. Please consider other options. 9600
N is not my preference for a major road.
Concern for current residents and the impact of larger roads/more traffic. 9600 has been and is a local
residential community. Drive ways facing the narrow road, small front yards. Canal Blvd has been planned/
BUILT for more significant traffic.

OTHER
Build lots of freeways but make sure pedestrians, horses and bikes can cross safetly [sic].
AF main street, Lehi main street, 100 East (AF), 900 West (AF), 1100 East (AF)
No public Transportation available.
Access to public/mass transportation. Congestion in town.
SR-92- Need more lanes to accomidate current traffic. AF's mainstreet exit- flooded by traffic from west
Lehi, Eagle Mt, Sarat- needs to be redesigned.
Between the Meadows (in AF & Lehi) and Highland (heaing North- twisting, narrow, almost 1 lane in each
direction) Merging lanes on freeway at USVC- need at least 5 each direction & commurter lane- potholes
everywhere
I would like more bike trails. I don't want a freeway through A. Fork or Highland. SR92 could be expanded
more. Please do not expand 9600 N.
There are few good access roads north & south, east & west.
I don't have a problem. I would like to get the meadows by taking 1120 North AF to 6800 West. I would
like to get the Mtn. Timp Temple by taking 1120 North MP east to 4800 W.
Eagle mtn- west of lake. Obvious 1120 No. in A.F. for cross connection.
Everything is fine. 1120 to Meadows.
*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #1 cont.)*
OTHER (CONT.)
The Meadows, I feel that the exits on the No & So. Of the Meadows shopping center are inadequate and
need immediate improvement so they will be better utilized to pull traffic away from neighborhoods and
onto arterial roads & freeways.
Too many cars- we should be for Trax here! :)
I am most concerned about safely driving to my place of employment 2 miles from my home. Also concerned
about traveling safely to the Freeway I-15.
All roads need to have sidewalks. SR-92 needs to be widened with a beltway around Highland for Cedar
Hills to get around.
I 15= speeding
Lack of safe bicycle trails for commuting purposes. I'd prefer to cycle rather than dive!
Lehi Center St. I-15 off/on ramps. on west side of I-15 need to have traffic signals.
Potholes
The meadows & state street. The meadows round-about is WAY too small, as is the intersection. Rework I15/Main Street A.F. so traffic doesn't go through Lehi. Put a light in S. exit onto Lehi Main Street.
This area is unique- that’s why we moved here. We don't want to live in an Orem/Provo type community.
That’s why we are here. I understand we need to plan for growth- growth will cause longer travel timesokay! I would hope for several collectors- please keep the arterials out of our rural neighborhoods. Thank
you.
I-15- especially around American Fork & Pleasant Grove

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
MULTIPLE EAST-WEST ROADS

Additional East West road
1) Multiple corridors 2)More state roads like SR92 & US 89 should be developed and used to their full potential.
Larger roads are not the answer. That seems to be the go to solution. I moved here from So. California that
is off an arterial/freeway approach. Larger roads=more traffic each city needs to plan better and a most work
of a regional collector approach.
Arterial- based networks are needed. On East-West road won't be enough.
Multi network coridors
Use multi streets- SR 92, 10400 No Highland, Canal Road, So of A.F. Jr High
Several minor collectors, & take care of the issues of the exits on the freeway before they start plowing
through the city.
Make more than 1 road wider, Do multiple collectors!
I think our area works fine as a collector base system. I do not see a need for a wide collector road on 9600.
Multiple corridor roads will sufficiently move the traffic.
Establish an Arterial at 9800 N (Canal Blvd) going east and west as far as possible at least through Highland.
Several 2-3 lane roads- especially roads already planned as such. Ie canal blvd 1120 & orem if needed 9600 N.
American Fork has established collectors- other cities also need to develop collectors and arterials that move
traffic in their cities.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns? (workshop #1 cont.)*
are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
TRANSIT

Don't build mass transit like light rail. It costs too much, it is inflexible and it is underutilized.
Light Rail & bus
Bus routes from more areas than shopping centers. Light rail access for both North and South areas.
Speed up Mass transit (trains) implenertation to N. Uah County. Continue with SR 92 project and 4800
West project US 89 once completed all Alpine, Highland, Cedar Hills and PG traffic can adequately reach I15
More reliable transist service. Better materials used in construction. Planning roads before the developers
are turned loose, updating road plans more frequently thatn every 10 years.
Rebuild I-15. Commuter rail, light rail, more buses. Incentives to use more mass transit.
Even if you come up w/more roads- you will still have traffic. We should encourage all residents that travel
I-15 to use trax (that is if they are still planning on getting trax down here.)

PROPER PLANNING; USE OF CURRENT PLANS
Do more research - gather more information - consider more options
Collector roads for 1120 N. AF, 10400 Highland 9850? Highland, Major Arterial SR-92. Use the roads that
have been planned for (before neighborhoods are built).
Design commercial areas first. Then assess patterns based on community use not expected regional patterns.
If we design/plan the commercial areas for the needs of the communities, then no major corridors are needed
since travel will be primarily kept within the community.
Use 9850 as East West corridor. Use AF 11200 by AF Jr High as East West corridor as in both city original
plans.
Use the road (9850) that was planned & has no or few homes that face the street. 9600 N has many homes &
churches on the street.
Finish SR 92!
Use existing 9850 collecter as originally planned. Road is already designed & in place. 9600 would require
design. Condemnation & 3-5 years to build. 9850 could be built out within 18 more or lesser impact on
schools & less R/E being condemned.
Develop all E-W collector street routes as shown on current Lehi, AF, Highland, PG master pans- encourage N-S on all existing colelctors routes. -UDOT roads should bear most of the arterial traffic. Improve SR
73 to 5 lanes. - E-W and N-S collector routes should be developed the disperse traffic not encourage the use
of main collector route.
I believe our area is best served with a collecter based network as currentlyk on the Highland City Master
plan.
Follow through with past long range plans. Do not change existing designations of roads (9600 N.) that
impact current home owner property values. 1100 N, AF, Canal Bvld should be completed.
Make sure SR-92 project can handle the growth. Do it right the first time. Use current master plans. For
example in Highland use 9850 North (Canal Blvd) as east west corridor if needed.

COMBINATION
Design alternative collector routes, expand mass transit.
1) beef up SR92 (Thanksgiv pt to AF Canyon) so traffic can go faster. 2) create a variety of E-W corridors
thru Highlands residential areas rather than creating an arterial road.

WIDENING
Larger Am. Fork Main St. exit. Light as you exit from No. onto Lehi exit or an entirely different plan there.
Double turning lanes throughout the area.
Making a 5 lane to help move everybody through.
SR 68 + SR 73; same issues as SR 92/ Also Geneva Rd from PG to P:rovo- Failover expand from 5 lanes to
7 lanes- w/outside lanes= transit. Buy the land now before speclutors jack up the price.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns? ( workshop #1 cont.)*
are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
OTHER

1. Toll Roads - the users would pay proportionately (to their use) (as opposed to just taxpayers) and tolls
would encourage sharing/car pooling; 2. planning for better/more/larger roads
Toll road
Minor improvement/widening (along "collector pattern) of various E/W corridors in Am. Fk. & Highland:
700 N., 1120 N. is AF 9600 (as reasonable), 10400 and others north in Highland. Major widening of SR-92
now so it is ready for 2020. There is no way 9600 should become THE major E/W collector for Highland &
AF, and it should not be connected to Cedar Hills/Pleasant Grove. That would create traffic where we don't
have it now.
Propane, natural gas, electric smart cars. As the city continues to grow, these smart cars could be left at
'check out' points, and citizens of the region could have a certain # of given hours per month. There after, no
alloted hours, this would keep congestion down, & people would have to walk if they still wanted to e downtown. This would minimize congestion on the road ways.
Widen Main Street to four lanes- Two each way plus a turn lane.
My biggest concern is the purposal for a east-west corridor along 9600 N. AF has pavement layed on 1120
N and Highland has it on 9850 W. Complete these corridors first! 1120 N has the best route to the new purposed Lehi I-15 off ramp.
There needs to be some wider access road, in north-south & east-west directions.
Residential streets need to stay residential. A cross lake collector would resolve many Lehi problems. A
northern connection across Lehi would also help.
If we do need traffic flow more than 1 road should be used for access
Build/widen East-West corridor road further north than 96900 North such that the road passes the Highland City offices and past the junior high and elementary school.
More dedicated bicycle trails.
Don't make more arterials. Leave smaller collectors through neighborhood.
One idea to eliminate some of traffic is to create a system of transporting small goods in secured capsules
through tubes, station to station as designated by computer entry. The receiver would find the capsule in a
sector with a letter as they last name initial. A bulletin would provide the key to computer entries for the
sender.
Propane, natural gas, electric smart cars. As the city continues to grow, these smart cars could be left at 'check out'
points, and citizens of the region could have a certain # of given hours per month. There after, no alloted hours,
this would keep congestion down, & people would have to walk if they still wanted to e downtown. This would
minimize congestion on the road ways.
Widen Main Street to four lanes- Two each way plus a turn lane.
My biggest concern is the purposal for a east-west corridor along 9600 N. AF has pavement layed on 1120 N and
Highland has it on 9850 W. Complete these corridors first! 1120 N has the best route to the new purposed Lehi I15 off ramp.
There needs to be some wider access road, in north-south & east-west directions.
Residential streets need to stay residential. A cross lake collector would resolve many Lehi problems. A northern
connection across Lehi would also help.
If we do need traffic flow more than 1 road should be used for access
Build/widen East-West corridor road further north than 96900 North such that the road passes the Highland City
offices and past the junior high and elementary school.
More dedicated bicycle trails.
Don't make more arterials. Leave smaller collectors through neighborhood.
One idea to eliminate some of traffic is to create a system of transporting small goods in secured capsules through
tubes, station to station as designated by computer entry. The receiver would find the capsule in a sector with a
letter as they last name initial. A bulletin would provide the key to computer entries for the sender.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
(workshop #1 cont.)*
TOLL ROADS, FREEWAYS
As far as bike routes we have more raods able to handle bike routes - State street - local streets; We need a
roadway system that supplement I-15 in concern with less traffic congestion equaling less time; State street
does not meet these needs due to the traffic lights - bike routes; A toll road would supplement I-15 increasing speed and lessening time with increased safety due to less stop and go traffic.
I wonder why you don't put a freeway from point-of-mountain down Redwood Rd on a west side of lake to at
least Santaquin so semi's could bypass I-15 or Saratoga and Eagle Mountain could have better access to freeway. You already have the right-of-way and no homes or mountains to thru.

NORTH-SOUTH ROADS
If the golf course doesn't allow for a road to be built through it (and I hope that NEVER changes) we should
focus more on N-S corridors instead of E.W.
It would be nice to see side walks on all the streets in American Fork. I tend to want to avoid these old looking streets. Its depressing.
For us the major issues are N/S- Alpine Highway to I-15/SR-92, the N/S road to Costco & others in Lehi.
There are more actual traffic problems on these roads already than on E/W routes. On the whole I would
like to see multiple collectors and improved public transport in this area. I would ride buses if they were a
reasonable option.

9600 NORTH (CONT.)
I feel as if 9600 has become a focus for Highland because it impacts less Highland residents & more American Fork residents. Several collectors would still allow children to cross neighborhood/walk to school/play
w/friends/kids at Legacy are friends and students from Highland & A.F. Lets also think of their safety.
98 driveways on 9600 No over 100 Home. Schools- children crossing 9600
We should use existing roads that have already been designed for that purpose such as 9850 N in Highland
and 1120 North in AF. This would impact far fewer people than a "compromise" or using 9600 N.

ENVIRONMENT, COMMUNITY
Impact on residual area's.
Avoid using current open space for any east/west corridor. Tri-city golf course is a 6(f) protected property
and has been such for the past 37 years. Mountain View Corridor SR 92- With all MAG projects going on in
Utah County, before any east/west corridor is built a FULL environmental Impact statement needs to be
conducted.
Don't take existing homes away.
If larger roads are created, bike paths should be included. Provide incentives/resources to modes of transportation that makes our community better. If roads are imposed by MAG then those roads should be
aligned with city plans…ie 9600 N. is not the AF or Highland plans, but 1120 N (AF) and 9850 (Highland)
area. More Freeway exits would profoundly change the community.
Focus on solutions for Highland, Alpine & Cedar Hills & Lehi on the far north end of the county like SR 92
where most of the growth is expected, rather than bringing them through already existing nice neighborhoods in Am. Fork. Shift the traffic west to the freeway & toward shopping centers planned for that area.
No major east-west connections! Especially on 9600 North- please leave our residential communities a great
area to live in. There are schools, churches, nothing on 9850 north.

TRANSIT
I would like to see in increase of good public transportation in our area. It would be so helpful to have more
options for mobility. Instead of widening roads and areas I would like to see more availability to trax, buses,
etc.
A plan that provides good public transportation in our area would be important.
We are ruining our quality of life w/freeways- more public transit.
Why not run UTA buses along 100 East in American Fork & Highland to help entice drivers of automobiles
to leave their cars parked at home.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions? ( workshop #1 cont.)*
OTHER
1. Is the expansion of Eagle Mtn/Saratoga Springs based on space or does it consider more the ability to
deal with water use and other utilities?; 2. I am not greatly concerned with "environmental" issues; 3. Bike
traffic/routes are something that could be planned in now and are something I would use. Because they will
not be a large percentage of persons commuting I understand their lower priority; 4. Eagle Mtn headed west
- could this be linked to I-80 (w/o having to go up to SLC)
Look at collector based network. Don't increase traffic do transit based network veerd with same vision!
It seems that stoplights can be better timed to favor motorists on main thoroughfares. Also, more under &
overpasses with turn offs- similar to freeways. That is done some in European countries.
I would like to have more insight into the actual project dates, such as, when will the regional plans be
drafted/reviewd/approved. I would also like to see more community involvement in the prioritization of
specific projects. I'm aware that there is already a prioritization exercise in process and seems to make workshops like this more a presentation then a workshop.
I fail to see the need for an EMT west corridor from the canyon Rd accros the A.F. River Buttons and into
south Highland or North A.F. those corridors are sufficient & handle traffic.
Several people have excellent background to give input.
Please widen 6800 N down to Costco.
Please make sure the mayors and other officials look at solutions that make sense in terms of benefit- not
simply in terms of cost or east of implementation. The cheapest or easiest solution may not be the best.

Do you have any comments on a project besides the East-West Study?
9600 NORTH
(9600 N) MAG's project #50 should be taken off MAG's project list. This project would go through the
northern end of Tri-city golf course which is a protectted property. If an additional east/west corridor must
be built, it should tie into AF's and Highlands current master plans. AF's 1120 N or Highlands 9850 West.
Whatever decision is made, be sure to identify & communicate the total personal impact of the decisions that
are made. For example, if 9600 North is chose, you better show that fewer people will be displaced than using 9850 N or 1120 W in AF or it will smell of a political decision rather than a rational and objective one.
Also we need designated bicycle lanes for 100 East American Fork/ Highland. Also need bicycle routes
planned for all road improvements along 9600 North, too.
I am very concerned about 9600 N. being considered for more traffic, as it would hugely impact many residences along that street- why not use, what is it- 9800N? (in Highland) that has been planned & built for
more traffic? Its already wide & with no residental driveways into it. Another concern is how a rd on 9600 N
would impact the golf course if intersected.

EAST-WEST CONNECTOR STUDY
The east/west connector study assumes that there is an artery coming from the east-side of I-15. The current proposal seems focused on the North Lehi Exit. Why is the Alpine Exit not being considered since it
already has a well-established east artery and commercial buildings on the west?

VARIOUS
I think 92 should be expanded. Do not use 1500/9600 North!
US-89 upgrade. I-15 Rebuild. Mountain View Corridor. East West Study. Vineyard Connector. Lehi 10th19th South connector. Front Runner trains. All these impact the other- all should be working closely together.
SR92/SR68/SR73/SR94/SR114/SR142/US89 & 189/ US6 & US 50/ mountain view corridor. Connector
expwy
(west of I-15 between orem & Lehi- twin causeways over Utah Lake! Eas- Provo center street- west to saratoga springs East- Orem 8th north- west to Eagle Mtn.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
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Public Response Summary: American Fork Meeting

Do you have any comments on a project besides the East-West Study?
(workshop #1 cont.)*
OTHER
Get busy with plans for speeding up the transit system.
Hwy 92 from I-15 to AF Canyon needs to be on a faster schedule given on going construction.
Southern Utah County will deal with this in a few years - where is this being dealt with/planned for?; Thank
you for the presentation.
Eagle mountain water/ utility needs. This growth will increase these needs and how are we prepared to
handle them? Thank you for inviting us.
West Main exit; No bound I-15; Need a "free right" like 500 E exit
My only concern is the time projection. If it is started it must be finished on time. No hold ups.need good
engineering.
Thanks for the open house & the snacks.
As stated earlier- most of my travel to access bussiness is north-south. Belt routes need to be planed to eliminate the need to use I-15 for bussiness access.
Thank You
Couldn't a better network of frontage roads increase I-15 efficiency? The build out % of AF/Highland/PG
doesn't justify running new large roads through residential areas.
4800 West will increase traffic to the South & reduce impact to west. The area So. Of state road & between
A.F & Lindon will fill in with commercial/residential/indust. & reduce demand on "the meadows"
I am for a road across the Lake
My concern is that cities such as Am. Fork will be pressurized into solving traffic problems for other communities like Cedar Hills & Alpine because SR-92 is not supporting their travel needs. PLEASE take care of
arterial & mostly freeway needs before creating new travel habits of plowing through neighborhoods with
major collectors.
Who is in charge of the existing roads. Poor road quality is a problem.
Would like to request that @ next meeting we do more of a Q & A- would help people learn more about diff.
ways of funding besides raising taxes- espec. Old people who are on fixed incomes- make people pay for the
roads who want to use them.
I am mostly concerned with a rise in taxes- My percentage of taxes is consistently going up (not just the $
amount)

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Comment Data
Workshop #2: Eagle Mountain
22 attendees

In which community do you live?

Fairfield
18%

Eagle Mountain
64%

Other
18%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Developer
12%
Landowner
6%

Resident
47%

Commuter
35%
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Public Response Summary: Eagle Mountain Meeting

Which best describes why you travel in northern Utah County?
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Public Response Summary: Eagle Mountain Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #2 cont)*
SAFETY, TRAFFIC, AND TRAFFIC-RELATED CONCERNS
Congestion
Time it takes to get to SLC and Provo/Orem; traffic flow
SR-73- Ranches Parkway intersection. Much safer and more convenient if double lane on both sides. (Turn
lane fills up and backflows into traffic)
Time away from home
SR 73 congestion
getting through Lehi
Lehi Main St., Railroad main line (safety @ crossings)
Lehi Main street Hwy 73 due to safety and traffic congestion
1. Safety- If there was a disaster in Eagle Mountain (Fire-atomic waste-Chemical) at night how do 20,000+
people get out. 2.Traffic (Quality of Life) spending to much time getting from E.M to the I-15. Wasting Gas
by being stuck in Traffic and also having poor air Quality
I-15 Lehi exit west to Eagle Mountain, very congested.

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
FREEWAY
We need a short-term solution like arterials while a freeway solution is being formulated. We need more
ways to get to I-15.
Cedar Valley Freeway
Lake Causeway
Freeway
1. Get it dones with a freeway from E.M. to the I-15 2. Toll Road if that is the only choice 3. Charge
Builder of Homes in E.M. & Saratoga Springs at least $1000 for each home they build with money to go towards Freeway

WIDENING
More lanes, such as a double lane on both side at the light. Not much ground would need paved
Build more lanes, bigger roads & build the commuter rail down to Payson.

OTHER
A couple more major arteries, but focus on good transit system- bus & light rail
We need a short-term solution like arterials while a freeway solution is being formulated. We need more
ways to get to I-15.

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
We need something with a shorter time frame to ease the congestion we're already experiencing.
Please don't build another Bangader Hwy

Do you have comments on another project besides the East-West Study?
I support the 2100 North option for Mountain View Corridor.
The paving jobs that we made to the road on SR73 between White Hills Subdivision and through Fairfield
is a hazard. It is so roughly done that driving on it pulls you all over. I have seen people drive in oncoming
traffic to avoid the mess of road and getting dragged all over.
Paving of SR-73 between Cedar Fort and Fairfield has inexcusably shoddy patch jobs.
Please encourage Pony Express Pkwy to Redwood Rd., 10th South in Lehi, 2300 W in Lehi
*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Comment Data
Workshop #3: Highland
83 Attendees
In which community do you live?
Highland
88%

Cedar Hills
2%

Orem
2%
American Fork
3%

Alpine
5%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Business Owner
3%

Resident
72%

Commuter
25%
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Public Response Summary: Highland Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #3 cont.)*
SR-92
SR 92 needs to be widened
SR 92 needs to be wider- more lanes
SR-92 to I-15 needs to be widened, problems with drifting snow during winter. 4800 West Highland
between SR-92 and Lone Peak High School is a parking lot between 7:15 am and 9:00 am. Need 2ndary east/
west cooridor south of Highland High School.
RR overpass over State street in P.G. - traffic restriction. SR-92 Alpine Hwy & I-15
Well the most concern for me would be SR 92 because I live on this street. We need more flow between
cities & "arterial streets"
East West corridors- currently inadequate to handle E/W traffic. SR 92- congestion
The congestion on I-15 at rush hour periods. Also, the traffic flow on SR 92.

TRAFFIC AND TRAFFIC-RELATED CONCERNS
Getting to the freeway--Driving west through Lehi
Currently going west of I-15 as there are so few choices. I-15 not having capacity for growth.
East/West travel in highland is non-existant. We need more East/West choices
East West corridors, Access to Canyons/Recreation
Highland to I-15- please no stoplights!! No E-W in Highland to Cedar Hills.
4800 West concerns me the most. Our neighborhood adjoins 4800 west and is greatly impacted by the high
traffic flow, particularly in the morning and when school lets out in the p.m.
Highland Highway to I-15, Congested
Traffic Congestion & Safety
I live in Highland and the road system an they are work well for my family. The American Fork Walmart
area gets congtested on weekends, but the rest is good
Arteries to I 15 going North and/or South. This area will only grow much larger and all populated areas in
large cities (metroplex) need arteries. Best would be a freeway like 215 for Utah County both East & West
Traffic congestion & noise. Hard to get out of our street. We live on 4800 West & noise is bad.
On & off ramps backing up
Lehi Main Street only viable option to get to Saratoga Springs & Eagle Mountain & Cedar Fort. It is
horrible
State street congestion- Highschool/other school traffic. Freeway condition overall- Bridges

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
I am concerned that the public has no idea of the consequences of their choices in transportation & zoning. I
worry about the focus on roads & less focus on alternative such as transit & bicycles
I am concerned about the increase in traffic. I believe it is slowly destroying our health and our quality of
life. The children and elderly who livfe along the I-15 corridor are more lokely to get asthma and serious
pulmonary illnesses. We need more trains, buses etc. to cut down on the use of individual vehicles.
11000 North ( SR-92) and 4800 West-Highland (Lone Peak Blvd). Neighborhood access is almost
completely stopped during school commuter hours on these roads since they are the only way for most of
Alpine and Highland to get to the High School. Suggested Solutions: 1) East-West Corridor south of H.S &
North of Tri-City Golf Course. (buy the land now before more development happens!) 2) Traffic lights
(possibly a no right turn on red arrow) placed to break up traffic for at least five seconds to let traffic out of
neighborhoods.
We live in a "Quiet" protected neighborhood. My biggest concern is having the area destroyed by noise. We
have a private park where our children ply. We want it protected. We live just north of Tri City Golf
Course.
Losing green space and quiet areas to enjoy peace of mind.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: Highland Meeting

Which of the following best describes why you travel in northern Utah
County?(workshop #3 cont.)
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Public Response Summary: Highland Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #3 cont.)*
SCHOOL TRAFFIC CONCERNS
Traffic to the Lone Peak High School. There needs to be another (one or two more) East West roads in
Highland so there are more ways to get to the school.
The present traffic flow to & from Loan Peak High School is totally in adaquate. We need multiple east/west
streets accessing 4800 west Highland to relieve congestion for the High School. Sugestion: Open up road
through Adventure and learning Park also through golf course or along murdock canal.
The intersection to Mt. Ridge, It's very difficult to turn and to get to the school from the high traffic
The roads with multiple big potholes (like the road going past Mountain Ridge Elementary hint
hint)
"4800"- I live on Mtn. View Cir- just off 4800. I would hate to see any more traffic passing Lone Peak High
School. It would cause many more accidents and be a very dangerous choice to more traffic. I am concerned
that you didn't really discuss an East/West corridor either. There needs to be two ways to exit from the
high school. If there was any emergency (fire, riot, "Columbine" etc) there wouldn't be quick enough
response for fire or police- or exits for students! *Widening 4800 would not help for our neighboorhood
traffic. & only cause more congestion at the High school signal.

OTHER
Multiple Corridors
Few major arterial roads in existence now. We need more & bigger.
Road to Costco
I think Lehi main street is a concern in Utah County, also being a residend of 9600 N Highland. My concern
is that are mayer is jumping the gun on designating 9600 N as a main artery. There is several better
alternatives in my opinion. 9850 North was allready designated on Highlands master plan since at least
1997. Also I beleive 1120 N. American Fork going in front of the AF JR High west allready at one time
designated a main artery. I think their would be a lot less collateral damage on either one of these
alternatives.
I live off the alpine Highway & feel it should be widened to handle the traffic N & S. It is already almost
adequate to handle a 5 lane road. If the center artistic/asthetic sections were removed- & the wide side areas
of grass & walks minimized.

What are you ideas for solutions to these concerns?
EAST-WEST CORRIDORS/ MULTIPLE CORRIDORS
Multiple Corradors
Run several large arterties from Freeway to West side communities. - 700 S & next road South. Add another
road north of S.R. 73 to west communities. (I own ground on 700 S. so I know it would effect me)
More East/West roads in Highland!!!
More east/west corridor options in Highland to lower congestion on 4800 W.
More roads going through Lehi to Eagle Mtn etc.. I-15- additional lanes plus build mountain view corridor
All of Highland should share the impact of the traffic, not primarily 4800 W & SR 92. At least two East/
West corridors between murdock canal and Lone Peak High School. Three is preferred. Take out the golf
course between caddie lane & Canyon View for the bypass road that's been on the master plan for decadesTo divert traffic around country club estates instead of Through it.
Pursue current planned course for SR 92. Begin immediately to secure E/W corridors from 4800 in
Highland to major collector in Lehi. Cooperative effort to eleminate blocking of corridor from city to city
Multiple Corridors
My suggestion is multiple corridors.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: Highland Meeting

What are you ideas for solutions to these concerns? (workshop #3 cont.)*
WIDENING
Widen SR 92 & Alpine Highway, Finish 9850 North for main east/west corridor
Leave the Highland roads as they are. Increase capacity of Alpine Highway. If more capacity is absolutely
required for east west traffic in Highland, improve canal street, not 9600 North. It will have less impact and
be less disruptive, and cost less.
Leave the Highland roads as they are. Increase capacity of Alpine Highway. If more capacity is absolutely
required for east west traffic in Highland, improve canal street, not 9600 North. It will have less impact and
be less disruptive, and cost less.
High School traffic is only a twice a day 1/2 hr situation. We could widen 4800 W.
Use existing roads for traffic flow- widen existing roads.
Blow up the RR; or widen the underpass. Widen SR-92; put up snow fences on N side.
Finish the freeway like in Salt Lake City- Improve the access roads- widen East West where there are two
few lanes- EG. Lehi- or create reasonable alternatives
I would propose expansion of I-15 and SR-92. I am also a fan of public trasportation options.
Widen the Alpine Highway (first) and put in an East West corridor from the Alpine Highway to 4800 for
access to Lone Peak High School from the West and to Mt. Ridge Jr. High from the east!

TRANSIT
Build transit & trails
Rapid transit station in Highland City along SR-92 to I-15. TRAX from I-15 to SLC
1. High speed train to and from SLC 2. Increase bus services to meet the train. 3. Incentives for High school
students who use the bus instead of their vehicles. 4. Tax cuts for people who use mass transportation

OTHER
Rebuild I-15
Put a green left turn light on the stoplight.
Increase UTA Service, expand roads to arterial, expand I-15
We are being forced to move
Fix the roads with potholes (nudge, nudge)
SR 92 freeway
Add more access between arterial streets. This would make things less congested on my street because it is
the main road for so many places.
Please do not make 9600 North in Highland an East-West Corridor. I am also opposed to connecting to
4800 West. Use canal blvd. Thank you.
I think Cedar Hills Dr. should continue West at least to the Alpine Highway. It would allow students on the
West side to come to school w/o using SR-92- which is a horrible mess in the AM-> & after school.
Planning a little more ahead. Get it done!
Add more access between arterial streets. This would make things less congested on my street because it is
the main road for so many places.
Road from West side of Highland to Cedar Hills that utilizes the Canal Road and goes by the Lone Peak
High School. Stay with original (20 years) master plan.
Thank you for seeking community input. I don't have a great solution, but with many minds working
together, the best ideas should surface.

Do you have additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
9600 NORTH
Do not want 9600 No be a thur a fare - Please consider 9850 As it is already in progress.
9600 North is a poor alternative for an east/west traffic arterial road. The road system as it is encourages
people who live outside of Highland to use non-Highland roads for transit. That is good. Leave the raods as
they are as community streets.
Against any change on 9600 N
*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: Highland Meeting

Do you have additional comments, questions, or suggestions? (workshop
#3 cont.)*
9600 NORTH (CONT.)
If 9600 North is still being considered as an artery (widened) why has the City of Highland given permission
for brand new homes to be constructed so close to the road? I think personal property rights should be given
very high priority. In future meetings maybe ask people directly a question something like: Which would
you choose: 1) destroying existing homes (eminent domain) to build arterial roads to improve traffic flow 2)
Not destroying any existing homes and having longer amd more congested commutes.
Years continue to pass, studies continue to be done, growth (the city) is allowed w/o adequate planning- we
just keep building over the top of potential roads. The result is that nothing changes, the negative impact
just gets worse. Accommodating traffic w/wider roads at the sacrifice of peoples' homes should never be an
option when there are better alternatives- East/West & bypass roads.
I am against 9600 North as an East West Corridor or connector
No to anything on 9600 North in Highland other than improvements.
I do not want an east west corridor on 9600 North. If there is a need for east west connector use 9850 North.

LEHI/ SR-92
Another major artery from PG/Orem area to west bank com. - Not- through Lehi proper.
The east access seems to have enough corridors. Widen SR-92 for faster flow.
I would like the speed limit lowered on SR-92 between Alpine Hwy & 4800 W. My daughter waits for bus &
it is very dangerous. The speed will only get worse due to up'd business & up'd speed west of Alpine Hwy.

TRANSIT
Need TRAX between Utah County and SLC
Accelerate light rail to Utah County, exted Trax to N. Utah County East?
Fully support local (UT Cty, or city) bus routes. This would be great for kids, and environment, reducing
the millions of minivan shuttles that clog our roads!

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Biggest concern is for our present open space. Highland Glen Park and Fox Hollow Golfcourse were
developed with federal funds from a special fund dedicated to preserve open space. However, as residents, we
have had to fight Highland City and A.F. City repeatedly in the last twenty years to protect this delicate
natural resource. My hope is that any plan you develop will honor the promises made to the people of the
U.S forty years ago.
Protect areas of residential, wildlife - etc. There are few protected areas. We need to keep them.
Protect residential areas of wildlife in the existing green spaces that cannot be brought back once it is
destroyed.
Yes, I think the Alpine Highway from Kohlers south would be a better option thatn 4800 to ciphone off tho
traffic from SR92. It is already much wider than 4800 & would have less impact on homes and families!!!
There are many residences on w 4800- Than on Alpine H.
Where is the water for developments west of the Jordan River

OTHER
How do we sell our house? We would like to do it as soon as possible

Do you have comments on another project besides the East-West Study?
9600 NORTH
Highland has a plan that has been in existense since 1995 and homes were built based on this plan, stick to
the previous study. Changing now is unethical for all the citizens who took the city at their word. Please
leave 9600 N. alone!!!
I'm concerned about SR-92 & the impact on our property. We have a 30' set-back & have already lost our
mail box 4 times (again last week.) I am concerned about having the public & trafic 20' away from my living
room couch!
Find the solution to the traffic problem to Mt. Ridge
*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
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Public Response Summary: Highland Meeting

Do you have comments on another project besides the East-West Study?
(workshop #3 cont.)*
9600 NORTH (CONT.)
All transportation plans, while ocnsidering the most efficient and least costly method of moving our
population around, also needs to consider the human need for large expanses of Open Space where our
population can exercise and breathe safely.
I would like to see tracks to SLC from Utah County.
Study should be completed before developers are allowed to destroy the ability to plan for the future.
The trail for SR-92 would be awesome behind (not in front) the houses on SR92. Tons of people would use it
& it would be beautiful with the golf course scenery & most important, it would be more safe for pedestrians
& children using it! They would not have to worry about cars backing out or fast traffic! Thanks.
I also love the below grade expressway (freeway) system. Keep the traffic & noise down there & limit access,
other streets cross above & no stoplights!
The East West corridor should be a primary ocncern (between 4800 & the Alpine Highway) due to the
access & exit from the high school- It should be done quickly before lives are lost!
SR-92- Between Alpine Higway and 4800 W. Only needs a bike path- and a sidewalk- not a path- only
requiring about out 5 feet not 10 feet

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Comment Data
Workshop #4: Saratoga Springs
10 Attendees
In which community do you live?

Saratoga Springs
86%

Lehi
14%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Land Owner
9%

Resident
55%

Commuter
36%
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Public Response Summary: Saratoga Springs Meeting

Which best describes why you travel in northern Utah County?
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Public Response Summary: Saratoga Springs Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #4 cont.)*
EAST-WEST TRAVEL AND TRAFFIC
East/West Access in northern Utah County!
getting from I-15 to SS. Slow & frustrating
The East-West bottleneck between Cedar Valley and I-15
extreme traffic through Lehi- lack of East/West choices

LEHI MAIN STREET
Lehi Main Street- constant back ups- congestion & the train stopping traffic
Downtown Lehi and Main Street congestion
Lehi main street - highway to Eagle Mountain - Too Congested!!

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
FREEWAYS AND ARTERIALS
Freeway 2100 N expressway 10th South
Freeway from Cedar Fort to I-15, High capacity arterials, bicycle lanes on all major roadways, Freeway from
AF Canyon to I 15
arterial route in addition to 10th south (which will help greatly) closer to Saratoga Springs residential east/west to I-15 going by the sound (the last two words were illegible-JC)
arterial roads connecting to current & new freeways

OTHER
Anticipate growth a little better - including the speed of population (i.e. Saratoga grew faster than expected.)
1. Mountain View Corridor (2100 N alignment) 2. East/West Connector (1000 S.) 3. Redwood Road
widening.

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
Make this your #1 priority.
Please hurry- we reall need so roads soon Thank You!

Do you have comments on another project besides the East-West Study?
[No comments received.]

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Comment Data
Workshop #5: Orem
14 Attendees
In which community do you live?
Orem
75%

Lindon
13%
American Fork
12%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Developer
6%

Landowner
11%

Business Owner
11%

Other
6%

Commuter
22%

Resident
44%
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Public Response Summary: Orem Meeting

Which best describes why you travel in northern Utah County?
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Which of the following issues concern you most as far as mobility in
northern Utah County?
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Public Response Summary: Orem Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why? (workshop #5 cont.)*
ROAD CAPACITY AND QUALITY
Lack of multi-lane, arterial, roads where use would indicate a need.
S. Orem/ N. Provo > lots of commuters traveling on 2 lane roads in conjested residential neighborhoods w/
little freeway access
The P.G. RR bridge where traffic goes from 3 lanes to 1 lane in about 2 blocks. I-15 because it is becoming a
parking lot.

EAST-WEST TRAVEL
East-West Roads - Need more roads like 800 North

OTHER
University Parkway. It is very congested most times of the day. The UVSC growth adds to the congestion
and will continue to do so. Geneva Road needs to be addressed. There also needs to be more efficient ways to
go east-west in Orem.

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
Need more freeway access w/out affecting property values. Catch 22
A freeway connection from I-15 E/W to Saratoga Springs. Traffic enforcement focusing on running red
lights and stop signs. Co-ordinate traffic lights along State Street.

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
I would really like to see bike/ped paths integrated into any design you may propose. A walkable community
would help give people the choice to alleviate traffic congestion, offer safe exercise, etc.

Do you have comments on another project besides the East-West Study?
[No comments received.]

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Comment Data
Workshop #6: Lehi
33 Attendees
In which community do you live?
Lehi
56%

Highland
13%

Orem
13%
Cedar Fort
12%

American Fork
6%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Landowner
21%

Developer
7%

Commuter
11%

Business Owner
4%

Resident
57%
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Public Response Summary: Lehi Meeting

Which best describes why you travel in northern Utah County?
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Which of the following issues concern you most as far as mobility in
northern Utah County?
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Public Response Summary: Lehi Meeting

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why (workshop #6 cont.)?*
EAST-WEST TRAVEL AND OTHER TRAFFIC CONCERNS
Only one way. Highway (lane) to move traffic between Fairfield, Cedar Fort, Eagle Mountain, Saratoga
Springs, & Lehi.
1)Point of the mountain-weather will always slow cars & trucks down- also- large trucks slow down because
of the grade of the road. 2) North of SLC- I have been in Utah for about 14 years and the Hwy I-15 is still
Backen North of SLC. 3) Lehi exit- traffic comes to a stop during rush hr around the lehi area
Traveling to Saratoga Springs & Eagle Mountain
Lehi Main to Saratoga Springs to Cedar Valley Area, Saratoga Spring South Around Lake
Traffic flow around Lehi area. There is to much congestion
Access and time traveling east & west
Am very concerned about future congestion on SR-92. Traveling through Lehi is also very problematic.

HIGHWAY 73
One freeway -N/S- into a single highway. Need an alternate to access area served by 73 currently. * lack of
real mass transit to downtown SLC & E/W in the North Utah County area.
Highway 73 and the fact that everyone has to get off of the freeway & come down 500 West to go out west
on 73. The traffic is backed up a half mile every night creeping through the round-about in Lehi.
73 East, West - Poor planning, construction & maint. Congestion!

LEHI MAIN STREET
Lehi Main Street. Congestion. Time to get to destination.
Traveling East and west thru Lehi
Main Stree Lehi, Freeway Connectors, Redwood Rd
Traffic congestion on Main Street, Redwood Rd

OTHER
Our family lives in Lehi, near 2100 North and I-15. We have good access to I-15, which is one reason we
chose to live where we do. We would hope that in addressing the transportaion needs of Eagle Mountain and
Saratoga Springs, that our community would not be negatively impacted. We are in favor of an arterial
network that would be of benefit to both them and us. We need more businesses nearby, and they need faster
routes to I-15. The arterial network is a positive solution for both the residents of Lehi, and the more
western communities.

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
MORE EAST-WEST ARTERIALS AND COLLECTORS
Bridge or cauasway over Utah Lake. Arterial roads.
*need a "215" in Utah County *need access of arterials (E/W) *Consideration of exiting cities and their
open space
Build arterial roads between Eagle Mountain, Saratoga Springs & Lehi. Build a causway across Utah Lake or
bridge causeway. My preferrence.
The east-west corridor- widening of main street Lehi
Lehi needs more than one Arterial network+(east and west) and logically should include 2100 North
Providing two to three east/west roads. Not more freeways!!
We are in favor of an arterial network that would be of benefit to both them and us. We need more
businesses nearby, and they need faster routes to I-15. The arterial network is a positive solution for both
the residents of Lehi, and the more western communities.
More Transit options and more arterial streets.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Response Summary: Lehi Meeting

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns? (workshop #6 cont.)*
OTHER
Get a road out side of Lehi that will by-pass Lehi. People don't want to drive through Lehi anymore than we
want them driving through. 10th So. Is a good plan.
Need a parallel Hwy to I-15 - Just making wider does not make it safer or easer to get from either Utah
County to SLC County or back again
Like the I-15 2100 No? Idea North of Lehi Solution
Get the roads completed.
Not Sure

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
Cosway Across Utah Lake. Arterial network Eagle Mtn & Saratoga Springs.
Build freeway from Harrissen over Oaksprings road down through Cedar Valley between Eagle Mountain &
Cedar Fort out of so. end of Cedar Valley down the Canyon to Mona & Nephi. Spread the population out.
I think the new road system should be arterial based, freeway based & transit based newtworks. Hybrid
system with traffic & people centred that works- (use existing turning signals- Don’t turn them off)
Do not make AF. Area pay for Lehi's lack of forthought to make infrastructure. Make Saratoga SpringsEagle Mtn area fix their own problems
The traffic issue is severe and putting improvement into effect as soon as possible would be greatly
appreciated.
Do in a way that impacts existing homes as much as possible.
How do these plans align with the mountain view corridor? Are the two interconnected? If so, how?
No

Do you have comments on another project besides the East-West Study?
Concerned about the plan I read on the internet about connecting the upper tracks in Lehi with the lower
tracks in Lehi by way of 500 West. Actually bringing trax down 500 West. Bad idea! If you have any info on
this would you please send it to me.
Oak Springs's Route (North & South) - Additional arterial nework. Thru Cedar Valley
The concerns I have is Cost & engineering. If not engineered correctly - We Through good money for bad. I
am not sure where the money will come from but we have a high surplus now (meaning that I'm taxed too
high now!) Utah is a very, very, high tax state. People with a fixed income may not be able to handle another
tax- I am getting to that age of a fixed income- my home taxes increased over $1100/year and I am not take
too many increases like that. I would like to see how you plan to pay for their new transportation upgrade!
Vineyard Project seems like a stopgap fix for I-15 when it goes into reconstruction! There has to be a better
way!
Yes. As a Lehi citizen, living along 2100 North, I oppose the 2100 North connection of the Mountainview
Corridor. The transportation needs of Saratoga Springs and Eagle Mountain should not negatively affect
the city of Lehi. Arterials allow us to work together. Traffic from Salt Lake County would best be directed to
I-15 at 4800 North, where citizens, landowners, and the city of Lehi would not be negatively affected.

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Comment Data
Comments via Project Website*
In which community do you live?

Pleasant Grove
20%

Highland
20%

Alpine
40%

Other
20%

Which of the following would best describe you?

Landowner
13%

Developer
12%

Other
13%

Commuter
25%

Business Owner
12%

Resident
25%

*The same comment form used at the public meetings was uploaded to the project website the day after
the final workshop. This allowed those who weren’t able to attend the workshops to still give their input.
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Public Response Summary: Website

Which best describes why you travel in northern Utah County?
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Public Response Summary: Website

When traveling in northern Utah County, which areas cause you the most
concern and why?*
Alpine Highway 92I-15 between American Fork and Provo.
I-15 and State Street--both crowded

What are your ideas for solutions to these concerns?
fast reliable on time mass transit.NCG or energy vehicles. Communities where you walk or ride a bike for
most of your neccesities.
Need mass transit from Utah County to SLC airport--commuter rail from Brigham City to Payson and light
rail on east-west feeder system

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or suggestions?
[No responses]

Any comments on another project besides the Utah County East-West
Study?
Good planning must look to 25 years in the future so Im happy to see this planning process and the requests
for input from the public

*The above listing of responses have been grouped by category. If two or more responses were similar in nature,
they were categorized accordingly. Comments are verbatim including spelling and grammatical errors.
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Public Workshop Display Boards
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Section Three

Northern Utah County East-West Study
Public Open Houses
July and August 2008
The Northern Utah County East-West Study project team and Mountainland Association of Governments
conducted two public meetings in July and August 2008. The purpose of these meetings was to inform the
public of the outcome of the previous public workshops, provide information regarding the proposed projects
that were developed during the project process, and gather comments on those projects. Notification for the
meetings included a postcard mailing to those in the project database and press releases sent to local
newspapers and newsletters. The information was also included on the project website. The meetings were
held as follows:
Public Open House #1: July 31, 2008 Harvest Elementary School, Saratoga Springs, 11 attendees
Public Open House #2: August 7, 2008, Legacy Elementary School, American Fork, 43 attendees
At each of these workshops a series of displays were shown (a copy of the displays is located at the back of this
report) and attendees were asked to fill out comment cards for each specific project they had an interest in.
The comment cards featured free-response questions. The following is a list of the project specific comment
cards and the project description:

Eastern Subarea Alternative Descriptions:
Transit - This option would provide transit in various locations throughout the valley.
Extend 2300 West, Lehi - The I-15 corridor bisects the City of Lehi limiting mobility between each side
of the community. Lehi recently added 2300 West to their community transportation plan to provide an
additional connection across I-15. The proposed 5-lane collector would provide a continuous north / south
connection from west of I-15 to Traverse Mountain and the SR-92 corridor. Travelers would be able to by
-pass the I-15 / SR-92 interchange extending its life cycle, and have a direct route to current and future
commercial and residential development planned East of I-15.
Additional SR-92 Express Lanes, Lehi - The single lane express lane alternative currently being
evaluated in the SR-92 Environmental Assessment provides adequate capacity to 2030. However, based on
projected growth along the SR-92 corridor, additional express lanes may be necessary by 2040. Adding
additional express lanes would reduce congestion along the corridor and improve travel time.
New Westfield Road, Lehi and Highland - This proposed 3-lane collector would provide a continuous
east / west route parallel to SR-92. This route would provide commuters with an alternative to SR-92
from I-15 and Traverse Mountain to Highland, Alpine and Suncrest, reducing congestion along SR-92.
Restripe 10400 North, Highland - This proposal would improve safety and functionality of this east /
west corridor by adding a center turn lane. This minor project would entail a restriping of current
roadway pavement and would not require any additional right-of-way.
Restripe 900 North, American Fork - This proposal would improve the safety and functionality of this
east/west corridor by adding a center turn lane. This minor project would entail a restriping of current
roadway pavement and would not require any additional right-of-way acquisition.
Murdoch Boulevard Extension, Highland - For those traveling east from SR-74 to 4800 West the
current roadway network requires long circuitous routes around the “horn”. Some residents have
recognized the need for multiple routes to improve access to schools, neighborhoods and recreational
opportunities. This proposed route is a revision of the current plan found in the American Fork
transportation plan. The revision includes an east / west connection from SR-74 to 4800 West.
New Alignment Geneva Road to Canyon Road, Pleasant Grove - Realignment of this intersection is
proposed to create better north and south connectivity of Geneva Road and Canyon Road. This project
could increase the capacity, safety and connectivity of the intersection at Canyon Road and Geneva Road
at State Street and provide additional north / south capacity along Canyon Road increasing it from a 3lane to a 5-lane collector.
Pacific Avenue/Main Street, American Fork - In order to preserve the historic character of American
44

Fork Main Street, a series of alternatives are being considered for these two parallel corridors that could
include adding capacity and/or transit options.

Western Subarea Alternative Descriptions:
New Cedar Valley Freeway - Based on 2040 population and employment projections in northwestern
Utah County, the need for a high speed, high capacity freeway on the west side of the Cedar Valley is
recognized and recommended. The proposed 6-lane freeway would provide a high capacity system that
serves the entire Cedar Valley. This corridor would extend from the future Mountain View Corridor west
and south through Cedar Valley with a slight alignment change to avoid agricultural protection properties
in the north west corner of the valley.
Expand Pony Express Parkway - Expand the proposed Pony Express Parkway to a 6 or 7-lane highway
from Sweetwater Road in Eagle Mountain, along the existing Pony Express Parkway then along 1900
South in Lehi to I-15. The Pony Express Parkway is recognized as an alternate east / west route to the
Cedar Valley Freeway and SR-73, as well as a direct route to I-15. This corridor would also improve travel
times along Lehi Main Street.
New Eagle Mountain Freeway - Although already planned by Eagle Mountain as a highway, this
proposal calls for a 6-lane freeway with high capacity that would serve the east side of Cedar Valley. The
Eagle Mountain Freeway would reduce congestion along the proposed Cedar Valley Freeway, improving
safety and travel time for those traveling north / south through the valley.
New Eagle Mountain Arterials - Based on modeling of population projections and future land use, two
east / west arterials and one north / south arterial were identified to improve mobility, travel time and
local access to goods and services throughout Cedar Valley.
Expand SR-73, Lehi to Eagle Mountain - SR-73 currently exists as a 2-lane arterial. As is the case with
the Cedar Valley Freeway (CVF), future population and employment projections require an increase in
capacity along this corridor from the future Mountain View Corridor alignment to Cedar Fort. Eagle
Mountain currently plans for a 206’ right-of-way along this corridor, but does not specify a lane
configuration. A 7-lane controlled access arterial would provide an alternative to the CVF while providing
a direct, high capacity route to Cedar Fort and Tooele County while providing surface access to the
planned commercial development.
New Northern Mountain Pass/Lake Mountain Pass/Utah Lake Crossing/Southern Mountain Pass The projected population growth and physical geography of the Cedar Valley poses a difficult problem for
the efficient movement of commuters, goods and services to Utah or Salt Lake Valley. These three arterial
connections could reduce congestion along SR-73, Pioneer Crossing, the Cedar Valley Freeway and Lehi
by providing additional east / west options for those commuting to the Provo/ Orem area. They would
also provide an additional route to the I-15 corridor. Access to and from Eagle Mountain and Saratoga
Springs would also be greatly improved.
New I-6 Freeway Connection - An opportunity to create a direct freight route from I-80 to I-70 using an
extension of U.S. 6 from Spanish Fork Canyon to I-80 was considered. This alternate truck route for I-15
would exit Cedar Valley via SR-73 to Tooele, or would follow the proposed Rose Canyon Pass intersecting
with the Mountain View Corridor with a direct route to the intermodal freight hub on 5600 West in the
Salt Lake Valley. A direct route would reduce the number of freight trucks along I-15, improving safety as
well travel time.
Expand SR-73, Eagle Mountain to Tooele Valley - Along with the Cedar Valley, the Tooele Valley is
emerging as a population center as well. As both areas continue to grow, SR-73 would be expanded to a 6lane arterial over Five Mile Pass to accommodate future travelers / commuters and potentially freight.
New Rose Canyon Pass, Eagle Mountain to Salt Lake County - A 3-lane arterial through Rose Canyon
in the northwest corner of Cedar Valley would provide an alternate north / south route reducing the need
to travel east and west and adding north / south capacity into Salt Lake County.
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Public Comments Summary

The following comments are from the open house held on August 7, 2008 at Legacy Elementary School in American Fork
(The exact wording from the comment forms are included in this report. Any spelling or grammatical errors have been
included). No comments were received during the public meeting held on July 31, 2008 at Harvest Hills Elementary
School in Saratoga Springs.
Murdoch Boulevard Extension, Highland
The 9600 North alternative should be added to the list of alternatives. The 1120 north alternative, as
shown, was recently removed from the A.F. road plan at the insistence of the city council. Also, notably
missing from the plan are other East-West routes in Highland in the vicinity of Lone Peak High School.
I agree with the proposal. I think someone needs to show how the golf course can be improved with land
exchange and it greatly improves development of the privately owned property. I golf and it is a hazard to
golf the holes 7, 8, and 9 as the course is presently laid out. Some of the AF community want a trail around
the perimeter of the course. To get the roads built is going to require additional concepts to get the
opposition to buy into it.
A trade off with the private property will improve the golf course and the private property.
See following page for a letter from Mayor Jay Franson, Highland City.
New Alignment Geneva Road to Canyon Road, Pleasant Grove
I like the planning ideas. It removes a traffic bottleneck and effectively connects major roadway.
Great concept.
New Northern Mountain Pass (5-lane)/Lake Mountain Pass (6-lane)/Utah Lake Crossing (5-lane)
This should move ahead asap.
Restripe 900 North, American Fork
Where this road meets Lehi there is still unincorporated property with a 2 lane road (900 North) in Lehi.
It looks like Cedar Hills will feed down to the 9th North in Lehi which will bring people east and west, but
for what purpose. Both areas are neighborhoods, and bringing people from neighborhood to neighborhood
seems wasteful. There are not destinations like freeway access or shopping centers or sports centers, etc.
The bigger congestion is with getting people from these areas to destinations like Costco, Wal-Mart, and
freeway access. 9th North in Lehi really does not help with access to a needed destination.
Restripe 10400 North, Highland
Good work.
New Westfield Road, Lehi and Highland
Excellent.
Expand Pony Express Parkway
Great idea! Please get with UDOT to coordinate this road with their Vineyard Connector so American
Fork will not be bi-sected yet again. This Pony Express Parkway is my preferred alignment through
American Fork and it would be great to pair this with UDOT’s Vineyard Connector.
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Northern Utah County East West Transportation Study
Technical Memorandum
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG

From:

H.W. Lochner, Inc

Date:

August 27, 2008

Project:

Northern Utah County East-West Transportation Study

Subject:

Summary of Data Collection, Task 2 Deliverable

Introduction
The North Utah County East/West Study is a project managed by the Mountainland
Association of Governments (MAG) and is intended to fulfill the requirements of House
Bill 108 of the 2007 session of the Utah State Legislature. This technical memorandum
discusses the process used to collect environmental resource data and summarizes the
data retrieved and used to assist in evaluating alternatives.

Process
Several sources were used to collect environmental resource data for Utah County
including local municipalities, websites, UDOT, government agencies, MAG, active
transportation environmental studies and other consultants. Most of these data sources
provided valuable information. However, the active environmental studies did not
provide the expected amount of information. In general data from these active studies
was not considered final and other sources were available and used.
On December 10, 2007 the project team hosted an agency coordination meeting at
MAG’s office to present the project and discuss the data collection approach. Agencies
attending the meeting included Alpine School District, Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources; Forestry, Fire and State Lands; State History; SITLA; Reclamation; Central
Utah Water Conservancy District; Utah Department of Agriculture; US Fish and Wildlife
Service and Division of Water Quality. After the data collection approach was discussed
two categories were requested to be added to the data set: Utah County trail data and
archeological information (provided a certified archeologist was on the project team).
Once the data was collected, shape files were organized by category. Where multiple data
sets were available, the most recent version was used. Consideration was also given to the
agency with the greater authority. Lochner staff coordinated with MAG staff to review
the shape files confirm data sources and complete a peer review.
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Data Retrieved
Utah State Geographic Resource Center
The State of Utah Automated Geographic Resource Center (AGRC) website was utilized
to obtain the following data sets:
• Soils data identifying the types of soils within the study area was allocated for aid
in identifying farmlands in the study area.
• Historic trails, the Pony Express Trail, and historic district locations were
identified through file sets to ensure the impact on historic resources would be
minimized.
• School District information was used to identify the school districts serving
northern Utah County.
• Aerial Imagery- 2006 NAIP imagery was selected in both visual and infrared
band width. The imagery was selected to ensure that in particular farmlands
would be avoided.
• Parcel use information (commercial, residential, agricultural or vacant)
Mountainland Association of Governments
Mountainland Association of Governments (MAG) provided geographic data sets on:
• Environmental Justice Data is the current data used in the MAG Regional
Transportation Plan 2007-2030.
• Facilities data was drawn upon to identify special interest sites such as schools,
churches and cemeteries. This set of information will be important in selecting
precise alignments in the highest density areas of the study area.
• Lake and stream data used includes canals, culverts, drainage ditches, pipelines,
aqueducts, rivers and creeks. The file presents perennial as well as intermittent
streams and was deemed crucial in determining potential future alignments for
proposed networks.
• Utah County Floodplain data was obtained as it presents the latest Flood
Insurance Rate Map data in an electronic format.
• A trail projects file was obtained from MAG to determine current and future
pedestrian and cyclist trails in the study area and to ensure connectivity and
compatibility.
• Wetlands data was provided via the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Essential Wetlands Areas. This data was produced through the process of layering
the following data: National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps and Gap Analysis
Program (GAP) coverage of wetland-associated habitats as determined by the
Utah DNR.
• EPA Hazardous sites map was produced with EPA’s Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Information System (CERCLIS) and the Leaking
Underground Storage Tanks (LUST) data.
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Alpine School District
The Alpine School District represents public schools throughout the study area. They
provided an electronic file identifying locations of current and planned elementary,
middle and high schools. School boundaries of all schools were also provided.
School boundaries were deemed important and efforts were made to avoid dissecting
them. The smallest boundary in the data set, elementary school boundaries, was used for
this process.
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
USFWS was consulted to obtain data on:
• Threatened and endangered species data was obtained to identify potentially
affected species.
• Migration of big game
Utah County
Utah County’s online shapefile generator was utilized to collect data on:
• Agricultural protection zones and parcel information
• Land use data for the entire study area
This data was utilized to identify areas which should be avoided in compliance with
agricultural protection zones in the study area.
Utah Department of Transportation
The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) was consulted to identify Safe Routes to
School (SR2S). GIS compatible files could not be obtained, however image files were
available for evaluation of routes.
Utah Division of Water Rights
Polygon shapefile of irrigated acreage was obtained to complete/enhance the agricultural
data set.
Municipal Data
All cities within the study area were contacted in regard to zoning, land use and General
Plan Data.
Zoning Data was provided by the following cities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draper
Lehi
Pleasant Grove
Saratoga Springs
Eagle Mountain
American Fork
Highland
Cedar Hills
Vineyard
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•
•
•

Orem
Fairfield and Cedar Fort
Lindon

General Plan information was provided by the following cities:
•
•
•

Lehi
Pleasant Grove
Lindon

Data Presentation
Individual maps were developed to present data collected for each data set. These maps
are attached following this document.
A sub set of the data was used when proposed projects and their impacts were presented
to the public. The content of this sub set was established in coordination with MAG and
included:
• Agricultural, residential, commercial and vacant parcels
• Number of impacted buildings
• A school buffer zone of ½ mile
• Acres of impacted wetlands
• Acres of impacted agricultural protection zones
• Acres of impacted parks and golf courses
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG
Jason Phillips, Lochner

From:

InterPlan Co.

Date:

August 8, 2008 (Revised October 14, 2008)

Subject:

North Utah County East/West Study, Task 3 Deliverable

The North Utah County East/West Study is a project managed by the Mountainland Association
of Governments (MAG) and is intended to fulfill the requirements of House Bill 108 of the 2007
session of the Utah State Legislature. This technical memorandum summarizes assumed future
development within the north Utah County study area. The memorandum describes and
summarizes Task 3: Quantify Growth.
The North Utah County East/West Study area extends from the Salt Lake County Line to the
north, Cedar Valley to the west, and Orem to the south. Cities within the study area include:
• Alpine
• Highland
• American Fork
• Lehi
• Cedar Fort
• Lindon
• Cedar Hills
• Orem
• Draper
• Pleasant Grove
• Eagle Mountain
• Saratoga Springs
• Fairfield
• Vineyard
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Figure 1: North Utah County Study Area

During September 2007, MAG and InterPlan met individually with all of the cities in the study
area. The purpose of the meetings was to verify each city’s land use plans and confirm estimates
of future housing capacity within the city. The city representatives were the best resources to
discuss the values/vision of their respective cities and provide insight into the estimated dwelling
unit capacity of their respective city. Additionally, they helped establish an approximate
timeframe as to when specific areas were expected to develop. Table 1 is a list of the city
contacts that met with MAG and InterPlan. Summaries of these meetings are provided in this
document’s appendix.
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Table 1: Cities and Contacts
City
Alpine
American Fork
Cedar Fort
Cedar Hills
Draper
Eagle Mountain
Fairfield
Highland
Lehi
Lindon
Orem
Pleasant Grove
Saratoga Springs
Vineyard

Contact
April Riley, Ted Stillman
Rod Despain
Mayor Howard Anderson
Greg Robinson
Margaret Pahl
Mike Hadley
Mayor Lynn Gillies
Lonnie Crowell, Matt Shipp
Kim Struthers
Adam Cowie
Connie Douglas, Clint Spencer, Dave Stroud, Jason Bench
Frank Mills, Ken Young, Degan Lewis, Shawn Allen
Judson Rex
Jennifer Robison

Based on the information gathered during the meetings with the communities in the study area,
MAG developed population and employment projections that will be used in travel demand
modeling efforts for this study. These demographic projections were done at the traffic analysis
zone (TAZ) level which generally consist of one or more census blocks or block groups. The
demographic projections for 2040 assumed:
• A total Utah County population of about one million,
• Employment distribution from the previous model that was inflated to balance the
increased population, and
• Population and employment projections for Weber, Davis, and Salt Lake Counties from
the Wasatch Choices 2040 land use planning exercise.
The base year model network used for this project is 2005. Population, household, and
employment data for the study area in 2005 is shown in Table 2. This information corresponds
with the socioeconomic data in the regional travel demand model and is based on an aggregation
of traffic analysis zones for the study area. The study area contains approximately half the total
households, population, and employment of Utah County.
Table 2: Socioeconomic Data for Study Area, 2005

Population
Households
Employment

2005
236,670
67,314
95,620

Year 2040 demographic projections show the population of the study area exceeding 600,000
people. Population is expected to more than double and employment is anticipated to more than
triple. Table 3 shows socioeconomic projections for 2040 including the original projections
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released by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget in 2005 and the revised projections
developed by MAG staff based on individual city meetings throughout the county.
Table 3: Socioeconomic Data for Study Area, 2040

Population
Households
Employment

2040
Original
533,369
174,172
220,268

2040
Revised
622,400
211,000
282,000

Figure 2 below shows the projected growth over time for each of the demographic components
and Figure 3 provides the percent change.
Figure 2: Socioeconomic Data Over Time, 2005-2040
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Figure 3: Socioeconomic Data Percent Change Over Time, 2005-2040
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APPENDIX
City Growth Meetings Summary

Fairfield
August 30, 2007
Mayor Lynn Gillies, Fairfield
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Shawn Seager, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Mayor Gillies indicated that the town had approved a waste disposal facility on the south side of
the city, within the incorporated area. The Mayor is looking for an alternative to SR-73 for
trucks to access this facility, possibly 16000 West which would serve development needs on the
west side of Eagle Mountain as well.
With respect to land use, a commercial overlay zone has been established 300 feet on each side
of SR-73 within the town limits. However, extensive commercial development is not anticipated
in this area until and unless residential development necessitates commercial services. The
“town center” will likely remain residential with smaller lot zoning and five-acre lots in the
immediate surrounding area. The Mayor anticipates that any future residential development will
occur between the town center and SR-73 to the north and would be five-acre lots, at a
minimum. In addition, the majority of the south end of town, outside of “the sinks” area, would
be light industrial or other commercial use.
White Hills to the north is proposing incorporating and annexing area to the south to include
some land already within the Fairfield limits. Development in this area would be residential and
most likely 2.5 acre lots.
Cedar Fort
September 5, 2007
Mayor Howard Anderson, Cedar Fort
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Mayor Anderson believes that residential development is most likely to occur north and west of
the currently developed area, within the already incorporated area. Current zoning in the
developed area of the city includes 10,000 square foot lots in the central city area, 1 acre lots
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around the perimeter, and increasing lot size outward including four-acre, five-acre and ten-acre
lot zoning.
Future residential development is highly dependent on the availability of water in the area.
North of the currently developed area, conceptual plans have been drawn for 200 homes on 400
acres with minimum one-acre lots and 50 percent open space requirements. This area is included
in an overall 3,000-acre potential development which would also include five-acre lots. Some of
the land included in this proposal is currently owned by the State Institutional Trust Lands
Administration (SITLA). West of the central city area, conceptual plans have been drawn for
approximately 584 units on 1/3 acre lots.
Mayor Anderson also indicated that he thinks the five-acre and four-acre zoning immediately
east of the central city area will likely be rezoned to one-acre lots, again depending on the
availability of water.
Related to commercial land uses, the city currently has a commercial zone buffer on both sides
of SR-73 within the municipal boundaries. Cedar Fort is thinking of scaling back the length of
this commercial zone to the central city area, although similar to Fairfield, extensive commercial
development in the area is not anticipated until population increases justify it.
The Mayor added that the White Hills development is looking to expand with ¼ acre lots to the
west and growing to 2.5 acre lots to the east.
American Fork
September 11, 2007
Rod Despain, AF City
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Residential areas on the western edge of the city are in an Agricultural Protection Zone at this
time, although city staff believes that anticipating residential development in these areas prior to
build-out is legitimate.
Residential pockets on north/northeast side of city will likely develop in 5-10 years. The large
parcel of land on the north side of the city is currently owned by the State of Utah and is zoned
residential by American Fork. The city assumes that ultimately this will develop as three
units/acre within a 20-year timeframe.
North of I-15, staff anticipates a build-out of 10-15 years. South of the freeway is likely to be
about 30 years. For developing areas, three units/acre is GROSS, not net. American Fork City
assumes build-out of the city at approximately 60,000 people.
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The city has an infill development policy called “Interblock Cottage Areas” that develop central
block areas at a density of six units/acre. The city has a map of areas that are eligible for this
type of development.
Transfer of Development Rights (TDRs) will move development away from the shoreline
protection areas on Utah Lake to residential areas to the north. The “send zone” will be one unit
per five acres and will be distributed throughout the residential area to the north.
The currently zoned industrial area on southeast side of the city, adjacent to the newly annexed
area, is planned for residential development. A small area has been approved for eight units/acre
and a larger area is being developed as a Planned Community Zone which includes a mixed-use
option where the residential component is 12 units/acre. A sizeable commercial component is
also expected.
In the currently zoned industrial area immediately south of I-15, an office park already exists
with expansions planned. Currently, four office buildings exist (including Tahitian Noni) with
an additional building already approved. The remainder of the area is likely to be developed as
office space as well, with some light manufacturing areas to the south.
Currently, there is a debate about the existing Main Street interchange at I-15 and whether or not
it should be reconstructed as a single point urban interchange (SPUI) or remain as a diamond
interchange. UDOT plans for a SPUI with a realignment of the road on the west side of I-15
which would divide the residentially zoned areas on the southwest side of the city. If the
diamond interchange were left in place, the existing railroad would act as the barrier between
residential and commercial uses.
In the central city area, many existing single family units have illegal accessory apartments
which are unaccounted for.
The city’s park standard is 6.25 acres/1000 population.
Highland
September 11, 2007
Lonnie Crowell, Highland City
Matt Shipp, Highland City
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Highland anticipates a build-out population of approximately 25,000-26,000 people, not
including the potential annexation of part of Draper City. Build-out in the northeast part of the
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city is anticipated in 10-15 years. There are some parcels on the south side of the city that will
likely be longer-term as individual property owners maintain agricultural/undeveloped land.
Undeveloped areas in north will develop at 1.4 units/acre, gross density. 188 units are
anticipated on an area just outside of current city boundaries that is within the city’s annexation
area.
A large area north of Highland Boulevard that is currently within Draper will be developed at 1.4
units/acre with a total of 340 single family units. The area will disconnect from Draper and be
annexed by Highland as Highland is already providing services to this area. This is likely to
occur within a 10-15 year timeframe.
The State of Utah owns a large parcel south of Lone Peak High School. The city intends the
future use of this area to be mixed-use with a commercial component and three residential
units/acre overall, although densities will vary across the property.
Saratoga Springs
September 12, 2007
Judson Rex, Saratoga Springs City
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Chad Worthen, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Build-out population is expected to be about 80,000 people, about 115,000 with the Agricultural
Protection Areas. Agricultural Protection Areas account for a large amount of land in the central
part of the city. Leases on these lands range from 7 to 15 years from now. The northern area
will likely develop in approximately 10 years, the area east of Redwood Road in 15 years, and
the area west of Redwood Road in about 20 years. They will likely be a mix of land uses but
primarily single family residential ranging from low density to high density (10-15 units/acre).
The existing large-lot subdivision on west side of city will be subdivided into three units/acre. In
addition, annexation areas near the Jordan River will likely be three units/acre rather than largelot zoning. The city will likely annex pockets of land just north of Utah Lake on the east side of
the city. Zoning will likely change from the current low density to three units/acre. The large
office park in annexation area to the west should be changed to low density residential.
The large residential area in the northwest part of the city has a master plan development for
2200 units. Also, in the south-central part of the city (currently zoned residential), the city
anticipates 3,230 total single family units.
Specific planned developments include:
 The Harvest Village development will be approximately 50 units.
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Sierra Estates development will be 232 units/acre.
The Pony Express development on Redwood Road will change from office warehouse
zoning to mixed-use with 112 dwelling units.

There are pockets of land at the Redwood Road/SR-73 intersection that are being developed at a
relatively high density. Industrial areas near and west of Redwood Road are likely to remain
industrial manufacturing, warehouse, storage, etc. Heavier industrial will be zoned in areas to
the west.
Mixed-use designations in Saratoga Springs allow for 50 percent commercial and 50 percent
residential development.
Pony Express Road is planned from Eagle Mountain through Saratoga Springs to Lehi. There
currently is debate regarding how to connect this road to 1000 South in Lehi.
Vineyard
September 17, 2007
Jennifer Robison, Town of Vineyard
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Vineyard expects to be about 24,000-25,000 in population in 2030.
While there is still environmental clean-up of the Geneva Steel site to be done, town officials
expect some development to begin in the next few years, specifically light industrial,
distribution, and warehouse uses north of 1600 North. These uses would be consistent with
adjacent land uses in Lindon City.
The Anderson Homestead development has started a residential development in the Town
(although not on Geneva Steel site) which will ultimately include 1,100 single family units.
Densities will be lower near the lake and increase inland. These units are expected to be built by
2030.
To the east of this property, the LeChaminont property will be developed at 182 units, a highdensity due to the developers agreeing to build an overpass of the railroad tracks at Center Street.
Vineyard will most likely maintain single-family residential land uses on the west side of the
railroad track and more commercial land uses to the east. There are 162 units being planned near
the Sleepy Ridge Golf Course on the south end of the town. Most of this development lies
within the City of Orem.
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The Town of Vineyard has been discussing with the Utah Transit Authority the possibility of
locating an intermodal station within the town which would accommodate commuter rail transit,
light rail transit, and bus rapid transit. The eastern of the two railroad lines in the area would
need to be realigned to meet the commuter rail line.
Lindon
September 18, 2007
Adam Cowie, Lindon City
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
The city estimates potential build-out at approximately 15,000 people. The current population is
about 10,500 and the city’s infrastructure is planned for approximately 17,000.
The residential areas represented on the map are fairly accurate. There will be some small-scale
infill development throughout the city. There are significant development issues on the east
bench such as slope, so it will be less dense than what the current map is showing. The city has a
mapped subdivision for northeast corner of city (Colson Cove and High Ridge Cove). Infill
development will likely happen in 15-20 years.
Currently, the city does not have any zoning that allows for large clusters or high-density zoning.
According to city staff, ½ acre zoning isn’t likely to go away for next 10-15 years. There are
large undeveloped areas on the west side of I-15. These will likely develop as single-family
residential, ½ acre lots. Any parcel over one acre can be assumed to be two units in future.
The Fieldstone development east of I-15 is a residential area that borders both commercial and
industrial-zoned areas. The city anticipates that the current heavy industrial-zoned area to the
south will remain, although the northwest corner of it is likely to be changed to residential
zoning to complement the Fieldstone development. In addition, 54 retirement units are being
planned here. At build-out, this area is expected to be about 600-800 in population.
The city’s moderate income housing plan allows every residence in the city to have an accessory
apartment use.
The corridor along 700 North is all currently zoned commercial, although the timing of this
development is thought to be fairly long-term. Mixed-use will also likely be an option in this
corridor. An office park in the west-central part of the city is likely to have fairly high-density
employment. Modus Media has 1200 employees and there is a call center currently located there
with 400 employees.
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The industrial area near the Fieldstone development will remain warehouse, distribution, and
other industrial uses. Heavy industrial areas are related to the steel industry. The uses and
zoning in these areas are not likely to change significantly.
A new charter school (Timpanogos Academy) will be located on a parcel just east of State Street.
Several park areas are owned by the city in east bench area.
There are large areas of wetlands near the lake where development is unlikely to occur. It is
currently owned by the Utah County Solid Waste District.
Currently, the city shows no annexation areas on its general plan map and has no plans for
annexation of any areas.
Cedar Hills
September 18, 2007
Greg Robinson, Cedar Hills City
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
The city estimates build-out population at approximately 11,000-12,000. Current population
estimates are about 10,000. In addition, the city anticipates build-out in about five years.
With respect to the general plan information used by MAG, there have been minor changes made
to land use in north central part off the city: a church was just approved, and there are plans for a
public park, as well as open space/housing combination on some parcels.
There are large parcels of undeveloped land to the east, against foothills, that are in the city’s
foothill zone. The new owner is looking to develop certain areas and densities are expected to be
similar to those areas immediately to the south. There isn’t much room for subdivision in the
rest of city.
A large undeveloped parcel on south side of the city was intended to be a park, but the owners
traded the development rights to city, and then changed their minds about selling. The Alpine
School District condemned the land to build a school and the city is currently in litigation over
the eastern portion of the land. The parcel is currently zoned public facility.
The city’s primary commercial area is located on 4800 West across from Lone Peak High
School. It will include a Wal-mart as well as other commercial buildings, dentist, bank, etc.
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The city’s annexation declaration includes only the part of Pleasant Grove that reaches into the
central part of Cedar Hills.
Alpine
September 19, 2007
Ted Stillman, Alpine
April Riley, Alpine
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
The majority of the land in the city is developed with the remaining developable areas generally
within the harder-to-build hillside areas. The city agreed with the future units proposed by MAG
for the infill areas and offered information related to some hillside developments that are
currently being proposed to the north of the city. There is a large county peninsula to the east of
the city that is proposed to be incorporated in the future as open space. Commercial
development within the city shall stay in the small area currently zoned for it.
Build out population for the city is proposed to be 13,000. This should occur by 2030. Growth
in Alpine is predicted to be slower due to expensive land values and type of housing stock
currently being constructed and planned in Alpine. There are not any major transportation
facilities planned for Alpine due to its location.

Eagle Mountain
September 20, 2007
Mike Hadley, Eagle Mountain
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Rob Eldredge, InterPlan
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
The city currently estimates its population at about 20,000 people, 2/3 of which live in the north
and 1/3 in the city center.
The majority of the land within Eagle Mountain’s municipal boundaries has not been developed.
Currently, Eagle Mountain Properties has the right to develop 22,900 lots in the south and central
area of city. In these areas, lower densities are expected to the west and higher densities to the
east. These properties are likely to be among the next to develop in the city, starting at the south
end of the property. Other developments include Harmony, Sweetwater, and other small areas
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that are likely to develop within a 5-10 year timeframe. Some of these areas will be mixed use,
such as the Harmony development, and will likely also include a mix of densities.
Many other new developments are planned within the city as well.
 The Hidden Valley development south of The Ranches from central area up to the bench
to the east is a planned development that will include commercial uses.
 There are 2100 units currently planned southeast of The Ranches. The mink farm to the
east will be developed as well.
 An equestrian development is being planned in the west part of the city which will
include 290 units.
 The School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA) is actively working
with a developer on their property in the central part of the city which will probably be
developed in a 15 year timeframe.
 A parcel north of the SITLA property will be developed at 287 units.
 Sage Park, an area west of the SITLA property, was just approved at 396 units.
Commercial plans in the city include a planned industrial park north of the airport and a new
grocery store on SR-73 with a gas station across the street. Areas along transportation corridors
are more likely to develop into commercial uses.
The north/south transportation corridor (Airport Road) runs from SR-73 on east side of the
SITLA property, curves to the east, runs south through rest of city. This road is on RTP for
Phase 2.
Eagle Mountain’s annexation areas include:
 Minor adjustments to the northeast boundary of the city (residential development), area
on SR-73 is planned at 8.5 units/acre.
 On the west side, north from “bulb out” to Camp Williams, south from bulb out including
some areas of incorporated Fairfield and Cedar Fort.
 Includes area at northwest corner of city that is property owned by Jim Allred.
 Cedar Ridge being annexed in the northwest corner of city. The north end will be ½ acre
lots (1.6 units/acre).
 Possibly the White Hills area (from bulb out along western boundary) including already
developed area of White Hills.
Lehi
September 20, 2007
Kim Struthers, Lehi City
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Rob Eldredge, InterPlan
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Andrea Olson, InterPlan
Lehi City estimates its build out population at approximately 160,000 people.
The land use plan for the Traverse Mountain development at Point of the Mountain currently
includes 7,982 total residential units at a variety of densities.
Many other residential
developments are planned throughout the city as well:
 The Ivory Ridge development will be 485 units
 Perry Homes will be 92 units
 The townhomes south of Micron are planned at 112 units
 Thanksgiving Meadows will be 324 units with a mix of housing types.
In the south area, the city has been developed at higher densities, 1/3-1/4 acre lots, but the city
has made a specific decision that all new developments in the area will be ½ to 1 acre lots. City
staff believes this area will not be fully developed by 2030.
Near-term growth is likely to take place in the Traverse Mountain development and other smaller
lot developments. The development to the south will likely take longer as large lots typically
don’t move as quickly.
The large parcel west of Micron, Lehi Heights, will develop at 206 units plus 60 additional units
in higher areas. Also, Spring Creek Ranch is planned to be 422 total units on the southeast side
of city.
The Geary development on the east side of I-15 is expected to be about 2500 residential units,
along with other commercial uses such as an amphitheater and a recreational lake. Lehi City
developed a new land use zone for this development, a sports entertainment zone.
Related to commercial development, there are several projects currently being proposed in the
city. The business park on the west side of freeway won’t include any residential areas. There is
an outlet mall planned adjacent to Cabela’s. The area west of Morning Glory Drive is being
planned for mixed-use including two office towers, retail, and residential. The residential area
will be high density at 20 units/acre.
A new Smith’s is being constructed on SR-92 near Highland. The property will include other
out-uses such as a gas station, etc. Commercial and business park areas to the southeast of Main
Street area are likely to remain. The Meadows is expanding into this area (Meadows West)
A large undeveloped parcel in north-central portion of the city will likely develop in next 10-20
years at 2.5 units/acre.
Islands of county land within the city will probably be longer term in their development.
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The gravel pit in northeast part of city will become a 76 acre park.
Lehi City’s annexation declaration area:
 On the west, city staff believes some area west of the river could be annexed to Lehi.
Anderson Developers may take development proposals through both Lehi and Saratoga
Springs to see which city will provide best development conditions.
Pleasant Grove
September 20, 2007
Frank Mills, Pleasant Grove City
Ken Young, Pleasant Grove City
Degan Lewis, Pleasant Grove City
Shawn Allen, Pleasant Grove City
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Shawn Seager, MAG
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
City staff expects build-out in approximately 2030 with a population of just over 60,000 people.
Currently, the city’s population is about 32,000.
The city has many smaller-scale residential development in the works.
 Savoy Gardens in the northwest corner of city will be 68 lots, averaging ½ acre each.
 Copper Leaf is a residential development planned in the mixed use zone on southwest
side of city, north of platted townhomes. It will be high-density residential at 14
units/acre.
 Mayfield is condo development at 14 units/acre.
 Thornberry apartments are planned to be 272 units with 68 senior apartments
 Sunbrook is 14 units
 Chloe’s Cove is 8 more units
 West of junior high, 5 flag lots are being developed
 45 lots on south side of city
The Grove Zone is the mixed-use area on southwest side of city. Higher residential densities are
included in the zone. Green Grove will be 24 units/acre. The north side of the city is no more
than 2 units/acre.
The city anticipates high-density residential over commercial/retail in downtown area. The
Downtown 2020 plan includes higher densities in the area.
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North area of city is now ½ acre zoning, but would likely change to higher density within the
2040 timeframe.
Annexation plans include only two areas, both currently unincorporated county. The city has
entered into an agreement with American Fork to lock the western boundary. The eastern
boundary is set as well.
Related to 1000 South, the city is waiting for subdivision applications in order to be able to push
the road through and make a connection to existing facilities.
Draper
September 20, 2007
Margaret Pahl, Draper City
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
The city anticipates 300-400 population on south side of mountain in next ten years.
Draper gave Suncrest 3800 residential units for Master Plan, of which 1280 units have been
approved or built. Suncrest has proposed 250 new lots on a yet-to-be-constructed road on the
south side of the mountain. Draper City has not yet approved these lots as access and slope
issues are extensive. Suncrest Phases 6 and 7 are on east side of the Utah County portion of
Draper. The viability of these phases is in question, however.
There are 80 acres in the middle of the Suncrest development on the Utah County side that are in
a heavy landslide area. The city has stubbed a couple streets to the area. It is fairly level, and
relatively developable outside of the landslide issue.
DJ Investments has a development agreement for 250 units west of the 1000 acres of open space
currently owned by the city. Draper just recorded a plat with 37 lots west of this area, 78 lots
(1.6 u/ac) west of that.
Neighborhood commercial is zoned on portions of Highland Boulevard although this area is not
attractive to developers due to low exposure.
Orem
September 21, 2007
Connie Douglas, Orem City
Clint Spencer, Orem City
Dave Stroud, Orem City
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Jason Bench, Orem City
Shawn Eliot, MAG
Kory Iman, MAG
Andrew Wooley, MAG
Chad Worthen, MAG
Andrea Olson, InterPlan
The city estimates that there are currently 27,901 existing units on parcels within the city. MAG
initially calculated future units at 32,347, although this number will go up based on new
information related to the city’s development/redevelopment plans.
The annexation area at about 2000 South is estimated at 1 unit/5 acres, although the area to the
east may develop at a somewhat higher density. The general plan shows 1 acre development but
allows for clustering.
On State Street, if the proposed mixed-use development is successful (Midtown Village), then
the city council is likely to approve more similar developments along the corridor. This would
result in less strip commercial development and more mixed-use, primarily between 800 North
and University Parkway. In addition, there is potential for higher-density residential areas at
major intersections.
There is a potential high-rise condo development in existing business park on the east bench.
Development on Geneva Road is a question for the city. Orem is considering changing zoning at
intersections from industrial to commercial. Commercial pressure is likely to coincide with
residential development in Vineyard.
Redevelopment of areas on west side near the planned intermodal center is likely to be 16
units/acre. On the west side of freeway, light industrial will likely be added to manufacturing
mix, with commercial development at intersections and along major east/west corridors.
There are likely to be more planned unit developments near the university and the intermodal
center, similar to Parkway Village and Sleepy Ridge. This development is likely to be
commercial on the ground floor with residential above.
The city will concentrate office uses on the south side of 800 North in future development plans.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG
Jason Phillips, Lochner

From:

InterPlan Co.

Date:

February 25, 2008 (revised October 14, 2008)

Subject:

North Utah County East/West Study, Task 4 Deliverable

Introduction
Understanding the impacts of future population growth on a community or regional
transportation network requires an understanding of today’s level of service (LOS) as well and
the ability to model and interpret future transportation demands. To ensure that each community
understands the future level of service LOS of their individual transportation networks as well as
regional network, and understanding of the current conditions, predicted population growth and
the use of a travel demand model is required. This technical memorandum describes Task 4 and
the associated results as a consequence of the following steps:
 Summarizes the travel demand modeling process
 Defines high-level travel demand resulting from the modeling
 Describes conceptual alternative transportation network scenarios
 Determines “travelsheds” within the study area.
Regional Travel Demand Model
The Wasatch Front Regional Council (WFRC) – Mountainland Association of Governments
(MAG) regional travel demand model version 6.0 was used for assessment of existing and future
travel demand within the study area. The model uses the TP+ Citilabs Corporation software in
addition to specific model scripts developed by MAG. MAG works with WFRC to update and
enhance subsequent versions of the model which includes the geographic area of both agencies.
Newer versions of the model offer improvements in areas such as managed lanes and
transit/mode choice assumptions.
Analysis Years
Travel demand modeling of existing conditions assumed a 2005 base year because the
socioeconomic data for that year has been most diligently checked for accuracy of all recent year
data sets. In addition, the transportation network for 2005 has been quality controlled and has
been used as the base network for several major project-specific modeling efforts.
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Initial future year modeling assumed a 2040 population and land use and a 2030 transportation
network as defined in MAG’s 2030 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). This “alternative” is
referred to as the 2030 RTP although it incorporates data projected for 2040.
Transportation Network
In effect, the 2030 RTP is used as a “no build” transportation network in that it is what all
alternatives developed throughout this process will be compared to. Obviously, it is not a true
“no build” scenario as it assumes all of the projects currently defined in the RTP document
including many road and transit improvements such as the Mountain View Corridor,
FrontRunner commuter rail transit, and numerous other multi-modal improvements.
Major projects included in the future model years reflect the priorities outlined in the region’s
Regional Transportation Plan 2007-2030. By considering the financially unconstrained list of
projects in the plan for the year 2030, which was derived through a combination of technical
analysis and local community plans, a comprehensive transportation system for the year 2040
can be developed. No single theme can characterize the MAG Regional Transportation Plan
other than a conglomerate of local plans and regional analysis.
Alternative transportation networks are also analyzed for their adequacy in future years. The
results of that analysis are discussed in detail in the technical memorandum related to the Task 7
deliverable.
Socioeconomic Data
The existing and future population and employment data for the base year and for 2040 were
provided by MAG and came from an intensive effort that involved meeting with individual cities
and analyzing current zoning and anticipated future development patterns. Detailed data is
provided in Technical Memorandum 3, Quantifying Growth.
Model Calibration
The model was calibrated to the year 2005 and compared to UDOT traffic count data from that
year. Traffic counts used for calibration came from UDOT’s Traffic on Utah Highways, which
includes both actual counts and statistical estimates of counts for major roads in Utah County.
After running the base year travel model, results were compared to UDOT data to determine the
accuracy of the model. The calibration compared the traffic volumes from the model output with
the actual traffic counts from UDOT.
Model calibration was performed based on daily volumes only and no attempt was made to
adjust UDOT counts to weekday application. While the travel model is a good tool for travel
demand forecasting, some level of error is expected. The output of the travel model will vary
from actual counts but as the traffic volumes increase, the amount of error typically decreases.
Existing & Future Travel Demand
Assuming a 2040 demographic scenario on the transportation network currently planned for
2030, increased future travel demand is apparent according to a variety of measurement tools.
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Existing and future travel demand is evaluated based on several transportation performance
measures and analysis techniques including:
 Volume to capacity (V/C)
 Level of service (LOS)
 Travel time index (TTI)
 Vehicle miles of travel (VMT)
 Vehicle hours of travel (VHT)
Volume to Capacity Ratio
The volume to capacity (V/C) ratio represents a measure of congestion based on the observed or
projected traffic volume of a road divided by the road’s capacity. Results of travel modeling are
expressed in volume to capacity ratios. A V/C which approaches or exceeds 1.0 indicates a
greater level of congestion. Figure 1 shows V/C ratios by road functional classification for major
east/west and north/south facilities for 2005 and the 2030 Regional Transportation Plan. Most
arterials and important collectors within the west subarea are expected to be at or above capacity
in 2040. Also of note is the fact that there are no east/west roads classified as freeways currently
or in 2040.
Figure 1: Volume to Capacity Ratio by Functional Class

Volume to Capacity
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Level of Service
Level of service (LOS) is a measure of traffic congestion that is used to describe the amount of
travel delay on a roadway network or at an intersection. Level of service is expressed in an A
through F grading system, with non-congested traffic as LOS A and extremely congested travel
as LOS F. Generally, a volume to capacity ratio of less than 0.75 reflects operations at LOS C or
better. Ratios in the range of 0.76 to 1.00 represent approximately LOS D and ratios above 1.00
would indicate peak period congestion of worse than LOS D and would likely result in
intersection signal failure with extended periods of congestion. Figures 2 and 3 show level of
service for existing and future scenarios based on these volume/capacity definitions.
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Figure 2: 2005 Travel Demand Model Level of Service

Legend
Level of Service
No Congestion (A - C)
Moderate Congestion (D - E)
Heavy Congestion (F)
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Figure 3: 2040 (2030 RTP) Travel Demand Model Level of Service

Legend
Level of Service
No Congestion (A - C)
Moderate Congestion (D - E)
Heavy Congestion (F)

In comparing existing level of service with that of the 2030 Regional Transportation Plan, it is
apparent that most roadways experience an increase in congestion, especially those roads in the
western and central part of the study area. These figures indicate that even including capacitybuilding projects identified in the RTP such as Mountain View freeway and I-15 expansion,
congestion still increases significantly.
Travel Time Index
Travel Time Index (TTI) is a measure of peak hour congestion compared to free-flow conditions
on the same road or transportation network. TTI is calculated by dividing the time it takes to
travel a given road segment at the peak hour by the time required to travel that segment in freeflow conditions. A TTI which is close to 1.0 indicates minimal traffic congestion. Figure 4
provides the 2040 TTI for the study area east of Redwood Road compared to the existing TTI in
other locales. Peak hour travel times in the study area are expected to be significantly worse than
all comparable cities and even surpass those of current-day Los Angeles. In the study area in
2040, traveling from point X to point Y will take twice as long during the peak period as during
free-flowing conditions on the same road.
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Figure 4: TTI Comparison Over Time and to Other Cities
Travel Time Index
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Additional Performance Measure Data
Other summary statistics included in the initial travel demand evaluation of the study area
include Vehicle Miles of Travel (VMT), Vehicle Hours of Travel (VHT), and Daily Hours of
Delay. Table 1 provides these summary statistics for 2005 and the 2030 RTP.
Table 1: Additional Summary Statistics from Initial Travel Demand Evaluation

2005
2030 RTP
Percent change

Daily VMT
(miles)

Daily VHT
(hours)

Daily Delay
(hours)

Daily VMT
per capita*
(miles)

Daily VHT
per capita*
(minutes)

Daily Delay
per capita*
(minutes)

4,526,819
12,634,969
179%

107,354
805,376
650%

9,457
523,363
5434%

19.1
20.8
8.9%

27.2
79.4
191.9%

2.4
51.6
2050%

*Assumes 2005 (236,670) and 2040 (rev. 608,789) populations as identified in the Task 3 Technical Memorandum.

Comparison of data over time indicates that north Utah County residents will be traveling more
miles daily and will be taking significantly longer to complete vehicle trips in 2040. In the study
area, travelers will clock almost 180 percent more miles each day, but to do that will require
more than 600 percent more time in 2040 compared to 2005. Daily delay also increases
significantly for the study area and based on population projections defined in previous
documents, is expected to be more than 51 minutes per person in 2040.
Other Conceptual Alternatives
As part of this project, a range of conceptual transportation options to serve a single land use
plan was analyzed and will ultimately result in a preferred transportation vision. From this
transportation vision, which may evolve as a hybrid of multiple transportation options, individual
projects will be advanced in greater detail by evaluating local issues and constraints in a manner
which links the planning process with the project-level environmental process.
Each of these conceptual transportation options are described below. It is important to note that
these options have been intentionally developed at a very broad level of detail to allow the
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benefits of each to be derived in a manner which ultimately promotes the selection of “the best of
the best.”
Freeway Dominated Alternative

Based on the land use patterns of the study area, a system of inter-connected freeways can be
developed which space six-lane freeways every 1.5 to 5.0 miles depending on the area being
served. The role of other planned collector and arterial streets is to get traffic to and from the
freeway system and the transit system offers some relief to heavily congested roadways.
Arterial Dominated Alternative

Similar to the pattern of development in the southern portion of Salt Lake County, a system of
arterial streets can be planned for spacing at approximately every one-half to two miles which
would supplement a single central freeway (I-15) in the area. The number of lanes, design
speed, and general access standards of each arterial are based on available spacing of adjacent
arterials and estimated land use densities between arterial streets.
Table 2 shows specific densities and corresponding spacing standards for the arterial and
freeway conceptual alternatives.
Table 2: Conceptual Alternative Spacing Standards
Example
Location

Alpine
(Central Alpine)

Lehi
(Eastern LehiResidential)

Pleasant Grove
(Downtown)

Orem
(State Street/
Downtown)

Notes:

Dwelling
Units/Acre

0.96

2.15

3.48

3.04

Recommend
Spacing (miles)
Arterial Freeway

Employees
per Acre

0.39

0.67

1.19

9.53

0.5

18.0

1

16.0

2

15.0

3

14.7

0.5

5.0

1

4.5

2

4.2

3

4.1

0.5

2.8

1

2.5

2

2.4

3

2.3

0.5

1.6

1

1.4

2

1.4

Transit
Solutions
Vanpool/rideshare

Minimum Bus Service

Scheduled Bus
Service, Express Bus

Scheduled Bus
Service, Express Bus,
Bus Rapid Transit
Express Bus,
Bus Rapid Transit

3
1.3
Dwelling units/acre and employees/acre estimated densities from 2005 traffic analysis zone data.
Spacing guidelines from NCHRP Report 365.
Freeway spacing assumes six-lane freeway with 100,000 vehicle a day capacity.
Seven mile average trip length estimated from the regional model for Utah County.
Vehicle trip origin data from the model by traffic analysis zone.
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Collector Street Alternative

A tight network of lower-functioning streets which provides travel at lower speeds but at a more
walkable/neighborhood scale can be provided by spacing low-speed collector streets every onequarter to one-half mile, depending on local land uses.
Existing City Plans

This alternative is a compilation of comprehensive transportation plans from individual city
plans within the study area. The resulting “plan” does not represent any regional oversight or
analysis, is not financially constrained, and includes varying levels of technical analysis.
Community Transit Plan

This alternative represents an aggressive implementation of mass transit by the year 2040. Based
on the level of transit support and use in Utah County today, an aggressive transit plan can be
characterized by improved walk access from every neighborhood in Utah County to some
component of transit service, greater frequency of bus service to allow for 15 minute service in
peak periods of most bus routes, a light rail system extending from downtown Lehi to the town
center at Eagle Mountain, a light rail system connecting BYU and UVSC through Provo and
Orem, an extension of the Salt Lake TRAX light rail through northern Utah County to connect
with the Provo-Orem “college connector” light rail, and a central commuter rail connecting from
downtown Salt Lake City to Springville, as currently planned.
Figure 5 below shows the travel time index (TTI) for these conceptual alternatives as compared
to the existing and 2030 Regional Transportation Plan.
Figure 5: Conceptual Alternative Travel Time Index
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
2005

2030 RTP

City Master
Transportation
Plans

Community Transit

Collector

Arterial

Freew ay

As the figure indicates, the travel time indexes of the collector and arterial networks are near the
2030 RTP alternative, whereas the city master transportation plans and community transit
alternatives are higher and the freeway alternative is lower. Other performance measure
indicators are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Summary Statistics from Conceptual Transportation Networks

Scenario
Existing (2005)
2030 RTP
City MTPs
Collector Alternative
Arterial Alternative
Freeway Alternative
Transit Alternative

Daily VMT
(miles)
4,526,819
12,634,969
13,310,489
13,242,040
13,293,357
14,563,657
12,728,055

Daily VHT
(hours)
107,354
805,376
634,917
467,219
503,940
415,410
522,838

Daily Delay
(hours)
9,457
523,363
324,334
160,002
198,054
119,318
230,716

Daily VMT
per capita*
(miles)
19.1
20.8
21.9
21.8
21.8
23.9
20.9

Daily VHT
per capita*
(minutes)
27.2
79.4
62.6
46.0
49.7
40.9
51.5

*Assumes 2005 (236,670) and 2040 (rev. 608,789) populations as identified in the Task 3 Technical Memorandum.

Daily Delay
per capita*
(minutes)
2.4
51.6
32.0
15.8
19.5
11.8
22.7

Travelsheds
Given the existing and planned transportation network as well as level of service information
projected for 2040, areas with commonalities in congestion concerns, access to north/south
facilities, and development patterns have been identified. Figure 5 below indicates these
“travelsheds” for northern Utah County.
Figure 6: North Utah County Travelsheds
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG
Jason Phillips, Lochner

From:

InterPlan Co.

Date:

July 9, 2008 (Revised October 14, 2008)

Subject:

North Utah County East/West Study, Task 5 Deliverable

Introduction
The North Utah County East/West Study is a project managed by the Mountainland Association
of Governments (MAG) and is intended to fulfill the requirements of House Bill 108 of the 2007
session of the Utah State Legislature. This technical memorandum:
 Provides a map of the sub-areas
 Describes the characteristics which helped to determine sub-areas including
o Land use patterns
o Travel patterns between sub-areas
o Specific transportation issues within the area.
Sub-Areas
Based on the travelsheds that were determined in the initial travel demand modeling, more
specific sub-areas were defined. These sub-areas attempted to capture the transportation issues
and other characteristics that were common to a geographic area. Those sub-areas are shown in
Figure 1.
The sub-areas are distinguished by several elements including general land use patterns, existing
and future travel patterns, and transportation issues.
Land Use Patterns
While land use in the study area is dominated by low-density residential, there are some
differences in general development patterns that are especially important for transportation
planning purposes. For example, Orem contains several important regional-scale commercial
areas such as State Street. Residential development in the older portion of the study area, such as
in Orem, tend to be somewhat smaller lots and moving north, into the east-central and northeast
sub-areas, lot sizes tend to increase especially moving away from I-15 and toward the bench
areas. Exceptions to this are found in American Fork where there are areas of high-density
residential development.
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Figure 1: North Utah County Sub-Areas

Similarly, development patterns in the western portions of the study area tend to be larger lot
residential building as well. However, the key difference in the west is the amount of
undeveloped land and the potential for planning for large transportation facilities and avoiding
costly eminent domain proceedings.
Existing and Future Travel Patterns
Another element which helped to determine sub-areas for further analysis was existing and
future travel patterns both to, from, and within the smaller area. The following graphics show
these travel trends and give an indication of where trips that originate within the study area are
destined as well as where trips coming to the area begin.
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Examples of travel pattern consistencies within the sub-areas includes the larger portion of trips
in the western sub-area heading to Salt Lake County and other points to the north. Also, from
the eastern part of the study area, more trips are headed to Provo and Orem, owing to the
concentration of employment and commercial areas there. These are just some of the
characteristics which provide valuable insight as to what future transportation needs will be for
travelers moving around within the region.
Observed Local Transportation Issues
While transportation and traffic issues are a concern in all of the sub-areas, there are subtle
differences in the specifics of those concerns in each. For example, the northeast sub-area, issues
are focused on moving vehicles east and west, primarily to commercial areas near I-15.
Currently, most of the east-west roads are residential collector streets and there are few
continuous routes that provide efficient travel through the area.
In the west, transportation concerns revolve around providing higher-functioning facilities that
are timely with respect to development in the area. Residents are concerned about getting both
north-south and east-west in the most efficient manner, especially given the significant
population increases expected in the area.
The central sub-area has special concerns as it must currently accommodate all of the traffic
generated within the area as well as that from the western area going north or south on I-15.
Additional east-west routes are constrained by Jordan River crossings, existing development, and
environmental concerns related to Utah Lake.
Finally, traffic concerns in the southeastern sub-area, primarily Orem, Vineyard and Lindon, are
related to moving traffic north-south, on both US-89 and access to I-15. Additionally, a potential
Utah Lake crossing that connects near Orem or Vineyard will have significant impacts on traffic
and transportation facilities and these cities are concerned about accommodating this traffic.
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Northern Utah County East West Transportation Study
Technical Memorandum
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG

From:

H.W. Lochner, Inc

Date:

October 26, 2008

Project:

Northern Utah County East-West Transportation Study

Subject:

Preliminary Needs by Sub Area, Task 6 Deliverable

The North Utah County East/West Study is a project managed by the Mountainland Association
of Governments (MAG) and is intended to fulfill the requirements of House Bill 108 of the 2007
session of the Utah State Legislature. This technical memorandum describes and summarizes
Task 6: Preliminary needs by subarea.
The future travel patterns analyzed in Task 5 established the magnitude and direction of traffic
movements inside the study area and their connection to Salt Lake County. Considering the
future travel patterns, different transportation network scenarios were developed and modeled for
comparison. The transportation network scenarios included:
• Existing City plans
• Freeway based network
• Arterial Street based network
• Collector Street based network
• Community Transit based network
Characteristics of transportation improvements were also developed and presented to the public
and to members of the project Technical Committee to determine their relative preference. The
characteristics they evaluated were: performance/mobility, cost, environmental impacts and
community impacts.
The communities west of I-15 overwhelmingly preferred the freeway based network. They also
valued the performance and mobility characteristics of transportation improvements higher than
the other choices. The preferences of the communities east of I-15 were different. Arterial and
collector based transportation networks were preferred over considering new freeway facilities
and they strongly opposed causing impacts to their community.
The feedback collected through the public involvement process and from the Technical
Committee helped to define two subareas within the study area for further analysis. The subareas
were defined as follows:
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Northeast Subarea: Area east of I-15 from Highland to Orem
Including the communities of Alpine City, American Fork City, Cedar Hills,
Highland City, Lehi City, Lindon City and Pleasant Grove City
The north east sub-area is primarily built out at almost 90% in 2040. With a few exceptions, the
community transportation plans provide adequate capacity to meet demand in 2040. With
modeling efforts and public preference in mind, the needs of the east sub area are focused on
smaller connectivity projects to:
•
•
•
•

Improve functionality, connectivity and in some areas capacity,
Preserve neighborhoods by distributing traffic.
Preserve walkable and pedestrian friendly environments by not concentrating traffic.
Expand the choice of transit modes such as transit.

West Subarea: Area west of I-15
Including the communities of Saratoga Springs, Eagle Mountain, Fairfield, Vineyard
and Lehi City
In contrast to the east sub-area Population projections, the population in northwestern Utah
County is expected to grow exponentially. In particular, the area west of Redwood Road had a
year 2000 population of 3,000 and now has 2008 population of approximately 30,000. By the
year 2040 the area is projected to have a population of 235,000 and at build out, a population of
344,000. However, the existing roadway network consists only of small two lane roads where
projected demand far exceeds capacity. This growth in population and employment creates the
need for a series of new high-speed corridors, arterials, and transit system. Specific
transportation issues on the west side include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to I-15
Access to local jobs and employment
Lack roadway alternatives
Access across Utah Lake
Long travel times
Lack of alternative transportation (transit).
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG
Jason Phillips, Lochner

From:

InterPlan Co.

Date:

July 9, 2008

Subject:

North Utah County East/West Study, Task 7 Deliverable

Introduction
The North Utah County East/West Study is a project managed by the Mountainland Association
of Governments (MAG) and is intended to fulfill the requirements of House Bill 108 of the 2007
session of the Utah State Legislature. This technical memorandum:
 Summarizes Future Transportation System Deficiencies
 Identifies Future East-West Capacity Needs
Future Transportation System Deficiencies
Travel demand model results as addressed in Technical Memorandum #4 were used as the basis
to evaluate future east-west travel needs within the study area. Future east-west travel demand
was modeled based upon existing transportation plans for the study area. These model scenarios
represent a baseline or “no-build” scenario that allows for capacity needs beyond existing plans
to be identified. The transportation network modeling scenarios used for this analysis were:
 MAG’s 2030 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), and
 a compilation of existing city plans.
In addition to these two transportation network scenarios, an aggressive transit scenario with the
planned roadway improvements was evaluated to assess the impact of transit on future
transportation system capacity needs. This transit scenario included improved transit access,
more frequent bus service, and three new light rail lines from the Lehi commuter rail station to
Eagle Mountain Town Center, from BYU to UVU, and an extension of TRAX light through
northern Utah County connecting to commuter rail the BYU/UVU light rail line.
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LOS Analysis
Future transportation system deficiencies were evaluated based on several transportation
performance measures and analysis techniques. The measures listed here are discussed in greater
detail in Technical Memorandum #4.
Level of service (LOS) and Volume/Capacity Ratio is a standard measurement that identifies the
amount of congestion on a given roadway. Level of service is given grades of A through F, with
A being free-flow conditions and F being highly congested conditions. LOS for the study area
was evaluated in terms of a Volume to Capacity (V/C) ratio. V/C describes the number of
vehicles on a roadway compared to the capacity of that roadway. Instead of using a lettered
rating system as described for LOS, V/C is reported as a factor between 0 and 1 with lower
factors representing better travel conditions.
Figures 1 and 2 show the LOS maps for the study area. With regards to LOS, the RTP
preformed worse than the city transportation plans, as evidenced by the higher number of “red”
streets. These “red” streets indicate an unacceptable LOS on these roadways. Although the city
plans (including Mountain View Corridor, I-15 and SR-92) performed better than the RTP, the
LOS maps still show major congestion problems in the west and central subareas.
Figure 1 – Future Level of Service with Regional Transportation Plan Projects
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Figure 2 – Future Level of Service with Existing City Master Transportation Plan Projects

Travel Time Index (TTI) is a measure of peak hour congestion compared to free-flow conditions.
TTI refers to a measure of congestion determined by dividing the time it takes to travel a given
road segment at the peak hour by the free-flow travel time for that segment. The closer the TTI is
to 1.0, the less congestion there is during the peak hour as compared to the off peak hours (late
night hours).
Table 1 below provides the TTIs for the subareas and entire study area. In general, the TTI
increases significantly in all subareas between 2005 and 2040 under all three model scenarios.
Only the East subarea had an acceptable TTI with the existing transportation plans.
Table 1 – Future Travel Time Index
Subarea

West
Central
Northeast
East
Southeast
Study Area

2005

1.05
1.41
1.15
1.14
1.19
1.27

Regional
Transportation
Plan
13.13
1.99
2.09
1.41
2.09
4.46
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City Master
Transportation
Plans
5.30
2.54
2.00
1.32
2.11
2.89

Community
Transit
3.93
2.05
1.58
1.26
2.08
2.32

Vehicle Hours of Travel (VHT) and delay within the study area were also totaled and compared
across alternatives. Both VHT and delay increase significantly under all alternatives as shown in
table 2. Even with aggressive transit scenario delay per capita increase by over 20 minutes from
2.4 minutes to 22.7.
Table 2 – Vehicle Hours of Travel and Delay
Scenario
Existing (2005)
2030 RTP
City Master Transportation Plans
Transit Alternative

Daily VHT
(hours)
107,354
805,376
634,917
522,838

Daily Delay
(hours)
9,457
523,363
324,334
230,716

Daily VHT
per capita*
(minutes)
27.2
79.4
62.6
51.5

Daily Delay
per capita*
(minutes)
2.4
51.6
32.0
22.7

Future East-West Capacity Needs
The LOS analysis indicates that planned capacity improvements (including Regional
Transportation Plan and adopted city plans) even with an aggressive implementation of transit
are insufficient to meet 2040 projected travel demand in all but the east subarea. As a result,
additional east-west capacity improvements will be required to satisfy travel demand in most
subareas.
Screenlines
In order to evaluate the need for additional east-west capacity three screenlines were established
within the study area. The locations of these screenlines were chosen to capture major east-west
traffic flows within each subarea. Figure 2 shows the location of each screenline.
Figure 3 – Screenline Locations
East Screenline

Central Screenline
West Screenline
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Modeled daily traffic volumes at each screenline are provided in table 3. Generally, the
screenline traffic volumes correspond to the forecast congestion presented in the LOS analysis.
With the east screenline having the lowest forecast traffic volumes and traffic congestion.
Meanwhile, the west screenline has roughly double the future daily traffic volume and the central
screenline has three times the daily traffic as compared to the east screenline.
Table 3 – Future Screenline
West Screenline

Central Screenline

East Screenline

270,000 vehicles per day

400,000 vehicles per day

145,000 vehicles per day

Level of Service “D” Capacity
In Utah, most cities and UDOT plan for and accept LOS “D” in urbanized areas. Although some
congestion occurs at a LOS “D”, the transportation system is assumed to be adequate (not
failing) at this level. Table 4 below lists the daily capacity of various roadway types LOS “D”.
Table 4 – Level of Service “D” Capacity
Freeway
Two Lanes (each direction)
Three Lanes (each direction)

70,000 vehicles per day
110,000 vehicles per day

High Speed Highway (Posted speed of more than 45 mph & 0-2 signals per mile)
Five Lane
38,900 vehicles per day
Seven Lanes
53,500 vehicles per day
Major Arterial (Posted speed of less than 45 mph & 1-3 signals per mile)
Five Lane
38,300 vehicles per day
Seven Lanes
52,800 vehicles per day
Minor Arterial (Posted speed of less than 45 mph & 3-5 signals per mile)
Five Lane
26,100 vehicles per day
Two Lane
Three Lane

Collector (0-3 signals per mile)
10,100 vehicles per day
15,400 vehicles per day

Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards (InterPlan, 2007)

Additional East-West Capacity Need
The LOS “D” capacities were used to estimate the planned east-west capacity at each screenline.
Table 5 shows the estimated daily capacity of the existing city plans and if the planned capacity
meets the forecast east-west transportation demand.
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Table 5 – Planned Daily Capacity and Percent of Demand
West Screenline

Central Screenline

East Screenline

80,000 – 120,000 vehicles per
day

341,000 vehicles per day

215,000 vehicles per day

The west screenline facilities (adopted city plans) meets only 30 percent of future demand.
However, Eagle Mountain is also planning a northern highway but this highway is not included
in the Saratoga Springs transportation plan. As a result, future capacity may meet more than 30
percent of the forecast demand but even with an additional five lane highway more east-west
capacity will be required.
The capacity deficit at the central screenline is less than at the western screenline. Planned
transportation improvements within Lehi will accommodate approximately 85 percent of the
anticipated future east-west transportation demand. One caveat is that the estimated future
capacity does include Mountain View as a six lane freeway at 2100 North alignment. Without
the Mountain View freeway an additional 110,000 vehicles a day will need to be accommodated
through other transportation system improvements.
The east screen line has sufficient east-west capacity to meet the forecast demand. Although
there is sufficient capacity across the screenline, there are localized congestion problems on
specific facilities. As shown in Figure 2 and 3, Main Street American Fork is over capacity and
may require more detailed analysis.
Table 6 below provides the number of new functionally classified roads that would be required
in addition to the planned capacity improvements in order to meet the forecast demand.
Although these capacity improvements are presented by functional class for convenience, these
road improvements would likely be mixed to satisfy other transportation priorities such as, travel
time and access management.
Table 6 – Example Capacity Improvements to Meet Future Transportation Demand
West Screenline
•
•
•

12 three lane collectors
5 five lane major arterials
2 six lane freeways

Central Screenline
•
•
•

4 three lane collectors
2 five lane major arterials
1 four lane freeway
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East Screenline
•

No additional capacity
improvements required
beyond planned
improvement
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Northern Utah County East-West Transportation Study
Technical Memorandum
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG

From:

H.W. Lochner, Inc

Date:

October 13, 2008

Subject:

Northern Utah County East-West Study, Phase II (Tasks 8, 9, 10) Deliverable

The Northern Utah County East-West Study is a project managed by the Mountainland
Association of Governments (MAG) Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and is intended
to fulfill the requirements of House Bill 108 of the 2007 session of the Utah State Legislature.
This technical memorandum summarizes the results of Phase II of the study. This memo includes
the identification and analysis of proposed projects (Task 8), summarizing impacts of each project
(Task 9), and the list of preferred projects by subarea (Task 10).

Task 8: Develop Projects
The needs, issues and opportunities in the subareas were established during Phase I of this study.
Projects to address the needs and issues were developed with the Technical Committee and
through the public involvement process. Looking ahead to 2040, it was clear that opportunity
existed to improve the existing and currently planned transportation network in northern Utah
County. The northeast subarea is primarily built out and with a few exceptions, the community
transportation plans provide adequate capacity in 2040. With this in mind, the northeast subarea is
focused on smaller scale projects to:
Improve functionality, scale, connectivity and, in some areas, capacity
Preserve neighborhoods
Preserve walkable and pedestrian friendly environments
Transportation projects and their problem statements in the northeast subarea include
(See Figure 1):
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Figure 1. East Subarea Roadway Alternatives

2300 West (Lehi) - From Highland Boulevard to Morning Glory Road, this proposed 3lane collector would provide a continuous east / west route parallel to SR-92. This route
would provide commuters with an alternative to SR-92 from I-15 and Traverse
Mountain to Highland, Alpine and Suncrest, reducing congestion along SR-92.
SR-92 Express Lanes - The single lane express lane alternative currently being
evaluated in the SR-92 Environmental Assessment provides adequate capacity to 2030.
However, based on projected growth along the SR-92 corridor, additional express lanes
may be necessary by 2040. Adding lanes to the express lanes heading both east and west
would reduce congestion along the express lanes and improve travel time along the
corridor.
Westfield Road - From Highland Boulevard to Morning Glory Road, this proposed 3lane collector would provide a continuous east / west route parallel to SR-92. This route
would provide commuters with an alternative to SR-92 from I-15 and Traverse
Mountain to Highland, Alpine and Suncrest, reducing congestion along SR-92.
Murdoch Boulevard Extension (Highland) - For those travelling east from SR-74 to
4800 West, the current roadway network requires long circuitous routes around the
“horn.” Both Highland and American Fork recognize the need for a local route across to
American Fork Drainage to improve access to schools, neighborhoods and recreational
opportunities. A two lane collector extending 9700 North in American Fork to 4800
West would improve east west access and travel times. Distribution on either side of the
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drainage would occur on local collector streets.
Geneva to Canyon Road – Two problems exist along this corridor:
Creating a streamlined intersection at Canyon, Geneva and State
Providing additional north/south capacity along Canyon Road, changing it from a 3lane collector to a 5-lane collector
Main Street / Pacific Avenue (American Fork) - Four major capacity increasing
projects are being studied that propose improvements to the transportation facilities in
American Fork. These projects are currently in different phases, and may impact the
functionality of Main Street. These studies and current phases include:
I-15 Corridor EIS – Final EIS complete, construction to begin as soon as 2010,
East – West Connector (1000 South, Lehi) – Final Environmental Study complete,
Design Build Contractor scheduled to be selected fall 2008,
State Street / U.S. 89 – Environmental Study, complete, awaiting funding,
Vineyard Connector – Environmental Study underway, Design Build contractor
scheduled for selection in 2009.
Mitchell Boulevard (900 West, American Fork) - Mitchell Blvd, currently a two-lane
collector, is an important North/South connector from State to 10400 North. Future level
of service shows the need to increase capacity along this route. By doing so, 900 East
and 1200 East would be aided and their functionality improved. Specifically, between
State Street and 700 North, a 5 lane collector is proposed. With additional development
planned for this corridor, the additional capacity would relieve congestion and improve
operations near State Street. From 700 North to 10400 North a center turn lane is
proposed to improve operation.
900 North (Highland) - Similar to 10400 North, this proposal would improve
functionality of this east/west corridor by adding a center turn lane. This minor project
would entail a restriping of current roadway pavement, and is not planned to require
additional right-of-way acquisition.
10400 North (Highland) - This proposal would improve functionality of this east / west
corridor by adding a center turn lane. This minor project would entail a restriping of
current roadway pavement, and is not planned to require additional right-of-way
acquisition.
In contrast to the east subarea, population in northwestern Utah County is expected to grow
exponentially. However, the existing roadway networks consist of only small two lane roads.
This growth in population and employment creates the need for a series of new high-speed
corridors, arterials, and a transit system. Specific transportation related problems on the west
side include:
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Access to I-15
Access to local and regional jobs and employment
Lack of alternative travel routes
Roadway alternatives identified in the west subarea include (See Figure 2):
Figure 2. West Subarea Roadway Alternatives

Pony Express Parkway – From Lake Mountain Road in Eagle Mountain, along 1900
South in Lehi, to I-15, the Pony Express is recognized as an alternate east / west route to
the CVF and SR-73, as well direct route to I-15. This corridor would also improve travel
times along Lehi Main Street. The capacity of this corridor was analyzed in conjunction
with both SR-73 and the CVF to accommodate future needs. Specifically, the need for a
5 or 6-lane arterial was analyzed.
State Route 73 - SR-73 currently exists as a 2-lane arterial. As is the case with the CVF,
future population and employment projections require an increase in capacity along this
corridor from the future Mountain View Corridor (MVC) alignment to Cedar Fort.
Eagle Mountain currently plans for a 206’ ROW along this corridor, but does not
specify a lane configuration. A 7-lane controlled access arterial would provide an
alternative to the CVF while providing a direct, high capacity route to Cedar Fort, and
Tooele County while maintaining access to planned commercial development along the
SR-73 corridor.
Cedar Valley Freeway (CVF) - Based on 2040 population and employment projections
in northwestern Utah County, the need for a high speed, high capacity freeway on the
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east side is recognized. The proposed 6-lane CVF would provide a high capacity system
that serves the entire Cedar Valley. This corridor would merge with the future MVC
with its terminus south of Eagle Mountain.
Eagle Mountain Freeway - Just as the CVF serves the western half of the Cedar
Valley, the EMF would provide a high capacity 6-lane freeway on the western half of
the valley. The EMF would reduce the AADT along the CVF, improving safety and
travel time for those traveling north/south through the valley. The EMF would merge
into the Pony Express Parkway at its northern terminus allowing for connection to the I15 corridor or north south travel along redwood road.
North Mountain Pass, Lake Mountain Pass, and Southern Mountain Pass - The
projected population growth and geography of the Cedar Valley poses a difficult
problem for the efficient movement of commuters, goods and services. These three
arterials reduce the bottleneck potential along SR-73, CVF and throughout Lehi, by
providing additional east / west options for those commuting to the Provo/ Orem area,
as well as providing an additional route to the I-15 corridor. Access to and from Eagle
Mountain and Saratoga Springs would also be greatly improved, providing increased
commercial activity.
Rose Canyon Pass - Redwood Road and the addition of the Mountain View Corridor
would emerge as the two primary north / south routes for the western sub-area. A 5-lane
arterial through Rose Canyon, in the northwest corner of Cedar Valley would provide an
alternate route, reducing the potential for bottlenecks and adding north/south capacity to
Salt Lake County.
Lake Crossing – The projected population growth and physical geography of the Cedar
Valley poses a difficult problem for the efficient movement of commuters, goods and
services to Utah or Salt Lake Valley. This connection could reduce congestion along
State Route 73, Pioneer Crossing, Cedar Valley Freeway and throughout Lehi, by
providing additional east / west options for those commuting to the Provo/Orem area, as
well as providing an additional route to the I-15 corridor. Access to and from Eagle
Mountain and Saratoga Springs would also be greatly improved. A state environmental
analysis is currently being conducted to identify the feasibility of this proposed project.
Eagle Mountain Arterials - Based on modeling of population projections and future
land use, three east / west arterials and one north / south arterial were identified to
improve mobility, travel time and local access to goods and services throughout Eagle
Mountain.
U.S. 6 Highway Connection from I-70 to I-80 - Recognizing the need for a direct
freight route from I-70 to I-80, an extension of U.S. 6 from Spanish Fork to I-80 is
proposed. This alternate truck route for I-15 would exit Cedar Valley via SR-73 to
Tooele, or would follow the proposed Rose Canyon corridor (see below), intersecting
with the MVC with a direct route to the intermodal freight hub on 5600 West. A direct
route would reduce the numbers of freight trucks along I-15, improving safety as well
travel time.
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Recognizing the potential increased demand for transit alternatives in 2040, this proposal built
on UTA’s long range planning efforts in Utah County. In the east subarea, transit alternatives
included (See Figure 3):
Figure 3. East Subarea Transit Alternatives

An intercity bus connector from Thanksgiving Point along SR-92 and down 4800 East
to a potential light rail station located in Pleasant Grove. This station is indentified in
Utah County 2030 Transit Vision.
A light rail corridor down Main Street (currently located on Pacific Ave in the 2030
Transit Vision) in American Fork. This is an effort to increase capacity along Main
Street while creating a pedestrian friendly Main Street environment.
In the west subarea (See Figure 4), a need for an intercity bus connector was identified from
Thanksgiving Point to the planned commercial area in Eagle Mountain.
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Figure 4. West Subarea Transit Alternative

Task 9: Evaluate Project Impacts

Transportation projects were analyzed for their environmental, land use, and social
characteristics based on the data collected in Task 2 and the transportation corridors developed
in Task 8. The proposed projects were analyzed using GIS (Geographic Information System)
tools to locate and evaluate the resource data (environmental, land use, social) for each corridor
in both subareas. This process produced a data set for each corridor quantifying the number and
type of parcels crossed and the impacted natural resources. Schools within a ½ mile radius were
identified and also included in the analysis. See Table 1 for a summary of impacts from these
projects.
Individual resource themes analyzed include:
Parcels (commercial, residential, agricultural)
Agriculture (agriculture protection zones)
Schools
Wetlands
Conservation easements
Physical structures
Public lands (i.e. parks, golf courses)
The projects impact analysis methodology and results were reviewed with the Technical
Committee on June 24, 2008, prior to presentation to the public. Comments and input from the
Technical Committee members were incorporated. The projects and the resulting impacts were
then presented to the public at open houses in American Fork and Saratoga Springs (For
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comments and information regarding the open houses, see Technical Advisory Committee
Coordination and Public Outreach Summary). The specific location, date and attendance for the
open houses include:
Open House #1: 7/31/08 Harvest Elementary School, Saratoga Springs (11 attendees)
Open House #2: 8/7/08 Legacy Elementary School, American Fork (43 attendees)
Two resource agency meetings were held. One on September 16, 2008 and the other on
December 10, 2007. The invited organizations were comprised of state and federal agencies
with interest in this process. Agencies represented included:
Utah Division of Water Quality
Utah Division of Forestry Fire and State Lands
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
State Institutional Trust Lands
Central Utah Water Conservancy District
Jordan River Water Conservancy District
Alpine School District
Utah Department of Agriculture and Food
Utah Department of Environmental Quality-Drinking water department
United States Bureau of Reclamation
Utah State History
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
The purpose of the meeting was to present the process, methodology and results to date and to
allow opportunity for the agencies to comment on the proposed alignments, data used, and
impacts identified in Task 9.
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Task 10: Identify Preferred Projects
As a result of Tasks 8 and 9 a list of alternatives (projects) were indentified. A Technical
Committee meeting was held on August 28, 2008, to present the final list of projects, discuss the feedback from the public open houses and to preview the legislative update. This
list was then presented to UDOT in September of 2008 and included in a H.B. 108 legislative report that included results from east-west studies in Davis, Salt Lake, and Washington Counties as well.
Building on the 2030 Regional Transportation Plan, this study identified transportation
projects and strategies to satisfy travel demands, alleviate congestion, and achieve longterm corridor preservation through the year 2040. While new corridors where identified,
a number of projects in the 2030 plan were analyzed. Those projects included in the 2030
plan and recommended for additional capacity in 2040 include:
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American Fork Main Street with TRAX rendering

The Meadows with TRAX rendering , American Fork, UT
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APPENDIX

Response to Micro Transportation Issues
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG
Jason Phillips, Lochner

From:

InterPlan Co.

Date:

10/1/2008

Subject:

2040 Traffic Volumes on SR-92, SR-74, and 4800 West with and without the
Murdock Boulevard Extension

This technical memorandum summarizes 2040 traffic volumes on SR-92, SR-74 and 4800 West
with and without a new crossing of the American Fork River. Based upon the model traffic
forecasts, daily traffic volumes in 2040 are reduced by 10 percent on SR-92 but increase slightly
on SR-74, and 4800 West with the construction of the Murdock Boulevard Extension. However,
even without a new connection between SR-74 and 4800 West these corridors should function at
level of service “D” or better with planned improvements.
Travel demand model results as addressed in Technical Memorandum #4 were used to evaluate
future traffic on SR-92, SR-74 and 4800 West. The American Fork River crossing was modeled
based upon the Murdock Boulevard Extension concept and the future model forecasts assume
transportation improvements that are planned for in existing city and regional transportation
plans. The planned improvements that would directly impact traffic volumes on these corridors
include improvements to SR-92, SR-74 and 4800 West. As a result, the model scenarios
incorporate roadway and transit facilities that have yet to be constructed, and therefore the future
traffic volumes in the short and medium-term may vary from the model traffic volumes
presented below since many of the assumed transportation facilities will not yet be in place.
In order to evaluate the future east-west travel demand two scenarios were modeled. These
model scenarios were:
• a “no action” scenario that does not include a new east-west road, and
• a “build” scenario with the Murdock Boulevard Extension.
Table 1 provides the 2040 daily traffic volumes for these model scenarios.
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Table 1 – 2040 Traffic Volumes
Model Scenario
No Action
Build
Percent Change in Volume

SR-92
24,000
21,500
-10%

North of Murdock
SR-74 4800 West
19,500
21,500
20,500
21,500
5%
0%

South of Murdock
SR-74 4800 West
19,500
21,000
21,000
21,500
8%
2%

Murdock
Boulevard
10,500
-

The Murdock Boulevard Extension reduces future traffic volumes on SR-92 by 10 percent, but
increases traffic by 5-8 percent on SR-74 and two percent on 4800 West south of the Murdock
Boulevard Extension. However, even without the Murdock Boulevard extension the 2040 traffic
volumes indicate that these roadways should operate at level of service “D” or better with the
planned improvements.
Based upon the 2040 traffic volumes, the Murdock Boulevard Extension would need to be a
three-lane collector to function at level of service “D” or better. Tables 2 and 3 show generalized
daily traffic capacities for arterial type roads (SR-92, SR-74, and 4800 West) and collector
facilities (Murdock Boulevard Extension).
Table 2 – Arterial Design Hour Volumes/Level of Service (1-3 signals per mile)
Total Number of Lanes
A
B
C
D
E
Three Lanes
5,000
9,600
18,000
19,100
20,400
Five Lanes
7,600
21,700
36,300
38,300
41,000
Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards, InterPlan 2007

Table 3 – Collector Design Hour Volumes/Level of Service (0-3 signals per mile)
Total Number of Lanes
A
B
C
D
E
Two Lanes
1,000
1,400
9,300
10,100
11,200
Three Lanes
2,000
2,200
14,300
15,400
17,100
Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards, InterPlan 2007
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DRAFT
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
To:

Shawn Seager, MAG
Jason Phillips, Lochner

From:

InterPlan Co.

Date:

July 9, 2008

Subject:

Future Traffic Volume 900 West

This technical memorandum summarizes future model traffic volumes and required capacity on
900 West in American Fork. The travel model results show future daily traffic volumes on 900
West that would require a five-lane collector to meet level of service “D” or better in the PM
peak hour south of 700 North. Between 700 North and 1120 North a three-lane collector should
meet level of service “D” with strict signal and access spacing standards. North of 1120 North a
three-lane collector would accommodate future traffic at level of service “D” or better regardless
of signal or access spacing.
Travel demand model results as addressed in Technical Memorandum #4 were used as the basis
to evaluate future travel needs on 900 West in American Fork. Future travel demand was
modeled based upon existing transportation plans for the study area and includes roadway and
transit facilities yet to be built. Planned facilities in model network that impact 900 West are the
connection of 1120 North and the extension of Canal Road with an east-west connection to 4800
West. As a result, future traffic volumes in the short and medium-term may vary from the
model traffic volumes presented below in Figure 1 since many of the assumed transportation
facilities will not yet be in place.
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Figure 1- Future Model Traffic Volumes

The model traffic volumes shown in Figure 1 indicate that a five-lane collector between State
Street and 700 North should operate at level of service “D” or better regardless of signal spacing.
However, strict signal spacing standards would provide spare capacity to accommodate any
additional traffic growth.
Between 700 North and 1120 North a three-lane collector would meet level of service “D” or
better with strict signal and access spacing standards but would exceed this level of service
standard with more than three signals per mile.
North of 1120 North a three-lane collector should be sufficient for traffic to operate at level of
service “D” or better.
Table 1 and 2 show the generalized daily traffic capacities for a collector type facility based upon
signal spacing.
Table 1 – Collector Design Hour Volumes/Level of Service (0-3 signals per mile)
Total Number of Lanes
Three Lanes
Five Lanes

A
2,000
4,200

B
2,200
4,900

Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards, InterPlan 2007

C
14,300
29,000

D
15,400
30,900

E
17,100
34,200

Table 2 – Collector Design Hour Volumes/Level of Service (3-5 signals per mile)
Total Number of Lanes
Three Lanes
Five Lanes

A
1,600
4,000

B
2,200
4,800

Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards, InterPlan 2007
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C
9,900
20,600

D
10,100
22,700

E
14,800
29,800

Table 1 – 2040 Traffic Volumes
Model Scenario
No Action
Build
Percent Change in Volume

SR-92
24,000
21,500
-10%

North of Murdock
SR-74 4800 West
19,500
21,500
20,500
21,500
5%
0%

South of Murdock
SR-74 4800 West
19,500
21,000
21,000
21,500
8%
2%

Murdock
Boulevard
10,500
-

The Murdock Boulevard Extension reduces future traffic volumes on SR-92 by 10 percent, but
increases traffic by 5-8 percent on SR-74 and two percent on 4800 West south of the Murdock
Boulevard Extension. However, even without the Murdock Boulevard extension the 2040 traffic
volumes indicate that these roadways should operate at level of service “D” or better with the
planned improvements.
Based upon the 2040 traffic volumes, the Murdock Boulevard Extension would need to be a
three-lane collector to function at level of service “D” or better. Tables 2 and 3 show generalized
daily traffic capacities for arterial type roads (SR-92, SR-74, and 4800 West) and collector
facilities (Murdock Boulevard Extension).
Table 2 – Arterial Design Hour Volumes/Level of Service (1-3 signals per mile)
Total Number of Lanes
A
B
C
D
E
Three Lanes
5,000
9,600
18,000
19,100
20,400
Five Lanes
7,600
21,700
36,300
38,300
41,000
Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards, InterPlan 2007

Table 3 – Collector Design Hour Volumes/Level of Service (0-3 signals per mile)
Total Number of Lanes
A
B
C
D
E
Two Lanes
1,000
1,400
9,300
10,100
11,200
Three Lanes
2,000
2,200
14,300
15,400
17,100
Source: Arterial Level of Service Standards, InterPlan 2007
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